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Executive Summary
In spite of the overall slow decline of the PC market, PC-based GPUs sales, which include
workstations, have been increasing. In the mobile market, integrated GPUs have risen at the same
rate as mobile devices and the SoC in them. The same is true for the console market where
integrated graphics are in every console and they too have increased in sales over the year.

2017 - 2.1 Billion GPUs
PCs &
WSs
17%

Consoles
3%
Vehicles
and other
1%

Mobile
devices
79%

Figure 1: Mobiles devices use more GPUs than all other platforms combined.

We didn’t count the GPUs used in the data center since they don’t drive a display (so the “G” in
data-center GPUs is irrelevant). Even if we had included them they would not have made any
noticeable amount.
Nearly 28% of the world’s population bought a GPU device in 2017, and that’s in addition to the
systems already in use. And yet, probably less than half of them even know the term GPU, what it
stands for, or what it does. To them the technology is invisible, and that means it’s working—they
don’t have to know about it.
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Introduction
The ubiquity and invisibility of GPUs speaks to their success not just in marketing terms but in
terms of real contribution to quality of life, safety, entertainment, and the advancement of science.
The GPU has evolved since its introduction in the late 1990s from a simple programmable
geometry processor to an elaborate sea of 32-bit floating point processors running at multiple
gigahertz speeds. The software supporting and exploiting the GPU, the programming tools, APIs,
drivers, applications, and operating systems have also evolved in function, efficiency, and
unavoidably, complexity.
The market for, and use of, GPUs stretches from supercomputers and medical instrumentation to
gaming machines, mobile devices, automobiles, and wearables. Just about everyone in the
industrialized world has at least a half dozen GPUs, and technophiles can easily count a dozen or
more.
The manufacturing of GPUs approaches science fiction with features that will move below 10 nm
next year and have a glide-path to 3 nm, and some think even 1 nm—Moore’s law is far from
dead, but is getting trickier to tease out of the Genie’s bottle as we drive into subatomic realms
that can only be modeled and not seen.
We acquire 90% of the information we digest through our eyes. Naturally, we want and need
abundant sources of information-generating devices to supply our unquenchable appetite for yet
more information. And the machines we build to service and support us have a similar demand for
information, albeit maybe not visible, although in some case such as in robots and autonomous
vehicles that’s exactly what they need. The GPU can not only generate pixels, but it can also
process photons captured by sensors.
Over the past 12 months we have seen a few new, and some clever adaptations of GPUs that show
the path for future developments, and subsequent applications.
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Scope of report
For this report, we have segmented the application and deployment of the GPU into five
platforms: Supercomputers, Workstations and servers, PCs, Mobile devices, and embedded
devices which include gaming consoles and vehicles.
You could enter that list anywhere and go in either direction, and find the transition and
similarities very subtle. A GPU used in a digital watch will share many of the same characteristics,
behaviors, and program paradigms as one used in a supercomputer. One will have an architectural
and system configuration organizational similarity as the other. Not many, if any other processors
can make such a claim.
Because of these similarities, the development work in GPUs is primarily done within the scope of
two primary platforms: PCs and mobile devices. All the other platforms are the beneficiary of
those developments and the scalability of the design.
In the case of the PC, the development emphasis is about performance, and in some cases,
performance at any cost. In the realm of supercomputers, performance, as measured with teraflops
(TFLOPS) is first, power consumption second, and price third or fourth if you also include
programmability or software tools.
In the mobile segment it’s just the opposite, where power consumption is the most important
factor, then price, and last is performance. As you go smaller and less expensive, into the land of
the IoT, the GPU is reduced to the barest of functionality and performance is almost never an
issue. In between you find PCs, game consoles, TVs, industrial and scientific instruments, and
various vehicles from autonomous fork-lifts to F35 Joint Strike Fighter.
Let us now look at some of the key developments of GPUs during 2017 and what those
developments suggest for future directions and trends.

First quarter 2017
Several announcements were made in the first quarter, dominated by the CES conference in
January in Las Vegas, the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona, and the Game Developer’s
Conference in San Francisco.

AMD
Timed with the close of the holiday season, with vendors and customers alike getting back to
business for the new year, the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) has become a favorite for major
announcements of new technology and products. No exception, AMD was on hand to pitch
technology that was critical to ensuring success in its core gaming and graphics markets in 2017.
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Figure 2: Former AMD’s Raja Koduri introduced the company’s flagship GPU for 2017: Vega. (Source:
AMD)

The company had already talked up its CES announcements, privately to JPR and a few others at
their annual AMD Technology Summit, held in Sonoma in early December. However, the
company clearly wanted to spread out the news from the Summit, to avoid one marketing pitch
drowning out the other. So while the weeks immediately after the Sonoma event were spent
highlighting the company’s long-anticipated next-generation Zen CPU core, Ryzen, at CES it was
time to focus on the other side of its business, promoting the next-generation Vega GPU.
Vega10 architecture and technology
Much like Zen, the culmination of a multi-year development to raise the bar in CPUs, Vega
represented what AMD called its most comprehensive advancement in GPU technology in 5
years. We were be inclined to agree, as 2011 marked the introduction of AMD’s last ground-up
GPU architecture with the original Graphics Core Next (GCN) in 2011.
In the years since, AMD had made incremental improvements in GCN, spawning several product
generations, including “Southern Islands,” “Northern Islands,” “Sea Islands,” and “Volcanic
Islands.” And while Vega was not a from-scratch design—still fundamentally carrying on the
original GCN approach and architecture—its advancements certainly pushed beyond what we’d
call minor incremental improvements.
AMD wasn’t disclosing everything quite then. For instance, the company was holding off on any
detailed product specification. We didn’t know clock rates, cache sizes, memory sizes, or any
explicit performance metrics. What we did know were more details on the base technology and
architecture. Specifically, in Vega, AMD re-designed four primary areas of the architecture, to
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manage the access and computation to reach the petabyte and petaFLOPS levels it was aiming for
in coming years:
•
•
•
•

“Revolutionary” scalable memory: High Bandwidth Cache and HBM2 technology
New, programmable geometry pipeline
Next-gen Compute Unit (NCU)
Advanced pixel engine

The company also confirmed that, as expected, the first generation of Vega would be built in 14nm FinFET technology, the same as current-generation Polaris. (And given that it was confirmed
at 14 nm, not TSMC’s 16 nm, we’d further assume GlobalFoundries was the primary source.)

Figure 3: A high-level look at Vega’s key microarchitecture components. (Source: AMD)

High Bandwidth Cache (HBC) and HBM2 technology
It’s no secret that mainstream computing has become, for all intents and purposes, the domain of
all-in-one CPU + GPU integrated processors; solutions that deliver “good enough” performance
for the majority of use cases. By contrast, discrete GPUs today are driven by a minority of
applications that demand far more in the way of performance, specifically targeting a trio of
spaces: gaming, professional/workstation, and high-performance computing (HPC).
It’s also no secret that applications in all three spaces are creating and relying on an exploding
mountain of data: from 10’s of GBs for a game install, to terabytes and petabytes for professional
graphics applications, and to exabytes for research-oriented HPC. While simply storing that data
can be a challenge (certainly when talking petabytes and exabytes), the bigger issue when it comes
to computational throughput is bandwidth: how to “feed the beast,” particularly when that beast is
composed of a potentially large array of GPUs, as would be required to achieve petaFLOPS level
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rates. To stretch to petascale and exascale levels, AMD promises it will deliver with Vega the
“world's most scalable GPU memory architecture.”

Figure 4: The primary trio of markets for high-performance discrete GPUs. (Source: AMD)

That scalable approach is based on a few key tools, all representing significant changes from
current-generation Polaris: a deeper address space, a reorganized memory hierarchy and faster and
more scalable, stacked, second-generation High Bandwidth Memory (HBM2).
GPUs have had unified, virtualized address spaces for a few generations now, a feature added to
benefit both graphics and compute-oriented applications. The number of bits addressing that
virtual memory is not fixed, however, and vendors will naturally extend that space over time, more
so for HPC applications than graphics. With Vega’s mission to scale, AMD pushed its virtual
address space to 512 TB.
Vega’s new High-Bandwidth Cache Controller (HBCC) provided on-chip shaders an efficient
interface to local memory—think of it as a physical window into that huge virtual address space—
in what AMD then referred to as the High-Bandwidth Cache (HBC). Not likely operating as a true
cache in any traditional CPU sense, the High-Bandwidth Cache looked to be composed
exclusively of stacks of HBM2 memory.
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Figure 5: Cross-sectional look at first-generation HBM memory, as implemented with AMD’s previousgeneration Fiji GPU. (Source: AMD)

Offering twice the bandwidth per pin over first generation HBM (used in AMD’s Fiji GPU but not
Polaris, which ended up relying on GDDR5) and eight times the capacity per stack, HBM2 was
both faster and larger. AMD had not specified exact sizes for Vega, but indicated the HBC should
now be big and capable enough to keep resident many applications’ active working sets. We’d
assume HBM2 stacks totaling at least twice Fiji’s 4 GB would be in order for Vega. Even better,
that stacking (primarily) allowed for 5× power efficiency over conventional memory, the vast
majority of savings in elimination of wiggling of relatively long PCB-based wires, rather than
through shorter wires and stack vias.
New NCU
The Compute Unit is the processing core that has been at the heart of GCN since its introduction.
CUs are aggregated in arrays to form GPU chips of varying levels of performance. For example,
the current generation driving Radeon product lines, Polaris, comprises 36 CUs in its flagship
incarnation.
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Figure 6: The current (pre-Vega) heart of the GCN architecture: the Polaris-generation Compute Unit
(CU). (Source: AMD)

With Vega, the CU had been evolving further, with AMD pointing to two key areas of
improvement: rapid packed math and more instructions per cycle (IPC). To highlight the
advancement of the CU, AMD had added the “N-“ prefix, for “Next Generation,” resulting in the
NCU label for Vega.
Rapid Packed Math. For years, 32-bit had been the standard graphics processing datatype, either
in some fixed “integer.fraction” format or more commonly as single-precision floating point. But
32-bits was no longer the only datatype of interest for GPUs. Yes, there was higher precision, like
64-bit floating-point, typically of use more to compute-oriented applications with little appeal in
graphics.
But then, and perhaps counter-intuitively, precision was down as well as up, as GPUs were then
being asked to deal more efficiently with 16-bit, 8-bit and even 4-bit datatypes. Then, 16-bit and
8-bit weren’t typical formats for graphics workloads either, but they turned out to be very valuable
for emerging applications in machine intelligence.
By packing multiple lower precision datatypes into the wider pipeline, Vega could manage 16-bit
float operations at up to twice the rate of 32-bit and 8-bit at up to 4× that rate. For example, where
initial Vega could manage 128 32-bit operations per cycle, it would be able to hit a peak of 256
16-bit or 512 8-bit ops per cycle.
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Figure 7: Vega’s next generation CU, the “NCU,” boosts IPC by boosting both parallel processing and
faster clocks. (Source: AMD)

Optimized for higher clock speeds to drive up IPC. In the age of parallel algorithms and multicore architectures, the unavoidable truth is that single-thread performance continues to matter—
and it always will. So driving up IPC is still as valuable as proliferating more cores. But driving
IPC is fundamentally harder than replicating core instances, relying on both microarchitectural
improvements as well as more brute force clock scaling. With Vega, AMD architects attacked the
problem from both sides, enhancing the NCU to handle more instructions in parallel, while
pushing clock rates up as well (and adapting to lower voltages where possible, to keep power in
check).
Enhanced geometry pipeline
An enhanced infrastructure of memory and next generation compute engine, AMD’s next step to
drive up graphics performance was to improve the geometry and pixel processing portions of the
pipeline.
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Figure 8: Vega’s Intelligent Workgroup Distributor claims to more effectively allocate incoming
geometry to available geometry, compute, and pixel engine resources: (Source: AMD)

Geometry throughput got a boost with a new primitive shader and Intelligent Workgroup
Distributor, which adapted to scene geometry to more effectively distribute workload based on a
higher level view of the drawing stream, beyond polygons to primitives and objects.
Next generation pixel engine
The early elimination of geometry, Z processing, and pixel fragments that won’t be visible in the
final scene is a technique that’s been around for years. Both Nvidia and AMD employed such
techniques, and with Vega, AMD exploited that technique even further. Vega’s Draw Stream
Binning Rasterizer improved the ability to discard completely invisible primitives and fragments,
with applications that could support/exploit some level of deferred rendering. The backbone of
virtually any “chunking” or “tiling” algorithm, deferring the rendering allowed pre-sorting of
geometry, which in turn allowed a GPU to focus rasterization and shading in one subset of
physical memory at a time.
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Figure 9: Vega’s DrawStream Binning Rasterizer should boost performance, especially for applications
that can defer rendering. (Source: AMD)

Furthermore, with memory accesses of deferred rendering exhibiting a tremendous locality of
reference, the GPU’s on-chip L2 cache became very effective as a pixel/texel cache. To exploit
that potential efficiency further, Vega’s render back-ends had then become direct clients of the
coherent L2 cache, reducing average latency even more.
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Figure 10: Vega’s render back-ends were then direct clients of the L2 cache. (Source: AMD)

To illustrate the potential savings in that combination, AMD offered up an example scene from
Deus Ex: Mankind Divided from Eidos. While the scene at full depth encompassed about 200
million polygons, only 2M were currently visible. That 100:1 ratio was becoming more common
in cutting edge 3D content, providing ample opportunity for performance gains by eliminating
computation and memory access for geometry and fragments that didn’t contribute to a screen
pixel.
FreeSync 2 display technology
AMD’s new year announcements focused on Vega, but the new GPU wasn’t the only bit of
graphics technology the company made public at CES. Also on AMD’s agenda for 2017 was to
establish the second generation of its FreeSync display initiative. The main motivation of
FreeSync’s first incarnation was to enable variable refresh rate of displays, enabling users to
benefit from both higher performance (less waiting for fixed-rate vertical sync) and better quality
(no “tearing” should active rendering coincide with Vsync). Of most appeal to gaming markets,
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FreeSync had been a success in the market, with AMD then counting 20 partners and 121
FreeSync display monitor models on the market.
Up next in 2017 came AMD’s next take on FreeSync, with the unsurprising name of FreeSync 2.
While the new display technology initiative shared the same name as its predecessor, it tackled a
different — albeit just as valuable — dimension of display quality. Yes, there was a nice addition
in the FreeSync-LFC feature to support smooth, tear-free display at lower frame rates than first
generation FreeSync. But by and large, rather than focusing on clean refresh at variable frame
rates, FreeSync 2 instead focused on maximizing color reproduction, taking a next step toward
delivering on high-dynamic range (HDR) reproduction.
GPUs and displays always had to manage a chicken-and-egg problem. If a GPU could produce
better colors than a display could manage, then why bother. And vice versa, there was no reason to
build a better display than the GPU could deliver. Decades ago, in the era of VGA and 8-bit
graphics, the GPU was the laggard. But as GPUs took on 32-bit floating point and HDR
capability, it had been displays that had limited fidelity.
In present times, though, we had reached a point where displays were ready to take another jump.
They’re not capable of supporting the native 32-bit HDR capabilities of the GPU, but they were
capable of reproducing color ranges significantly beyond the typical “SDR” gamut dictated by the
accepted standard in mainstream computing, sRGB. In the current environment where both GPU
and display were tied to the lowest common denominator, sRGB, both were unnecessarily
constrained by strict adherence to an aging, lackluster color space.
The simple answer to this problem could be to just have monitors support the established HDR10
level higher dynamic range gamut. The problem with that, however, was while current displays
could do more than sRGB, they couldn’t quite manage HDR10, and that required the monitor to
tone map from HDR10 down to the HDR10 subset that could be displayed. While that solution
could and did work, it not only added to monitor complexity, worse was that it exacerbated
latency, which was particularly bad for the primary target market of high-end displays: the gamer.
This was where FreeSync 2 came in. FreeSync 2 provided a means for displays that could reach
beyond SDR to jump up to a higher range, in the neighborhood of 2× the perceived range of
sRGB, though still short of full HDR10. The GPU still did a tone map from native 32-bit HDR
down to support the display, but it would be down to a much wider range of luminance and
chromaticities.
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Figure 11: FreeSync 2 enabled better-than-sRGB displays without costly monitor-side HDR tonemapping. (Source: AMD)

Even better, rather than set a fixed level between sRGB and HDR10, FreeSync 2 let supporting
GPUs and displays choose the optimal color map. A FreeSync 2 compatible game, for example,
could then custom tone map to the individual user's display. The end result was the best possible
color fidelity without the added problem of monitor-induced tone-map latency. Finally, FreeSync
2 provided an automatic mode switch to go from a full-screen FreeSync 2 enabled game back to a
conventional Windows desktop expecting standard sRGB.
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Figure 12: FreeSync 2 allowed the system—application, GPU, and display—to select at the optimal
color gamut, not quite HDR10 but significantly beyond sRGB. (Source: AMD)

FreeSync 2. AMD announced Radeon FreeSync 2 technology, for smooth gameplay and
advanced pixel integrity to gamers, with planned availability to consumers in 1H 2017. The
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company said qualifying FreeSync 2 monitors would harness low-latency, high-brightness pixels,
excellent black levels, and a wide color gamut to display High Dynamic Range (HDR) content. In
addition, all FreeSync 2 monitors would have support for Low Framerate Compensation (LFC).
With Radeon FreeSync 2 technology, gamers could enjoy a complete plug-and-play HDR gaming
experience, avoiding the need to tweak settings in software or on the monitor.
Current HDR transport formats were designed primarily for movie content displayed on
televisions with tone mapping handled by the displays, often leading to higher-than-acceptable
latency for PC gaming. AMD's new API for FreeSync 2 offerd a lower latency alternative that
shifted the workload to the powerful pipeline of a Radeon GPU, allowing the game to tone map
directly to the display's target luminance, contrast, and color space. Radeon FreeSync 2
technology offered over 2× the brightness and color volume over sRGB.
FreeSync and FreeSync 2 technologies would co-exist to offer a wide variety of advanced displays
to gamers. All FreeSync-compatible Radeon GPUs would support FreeSync 2 technology,
including the Radeon RX series GPUs based on the Polaris architecture which also supported
DisplayPort3 HBR3 and enabled UltraHD resolution beyond 60 Hz. Multiple display vendors
were actively evaluating several upcoming products for FreeSync 2 qualification.
Radeon Crimson Software
AMD also released next generation of its advanced software suite for Radeon graphics with new
features, high-performance gaming and professional-grade stability to meet the evolving needs of
consumers, professionals, and developers. Radeon Software Crimson ReLive Edition focused on
the features gamers demand most, enabling power efficient gameplay with Radeon Chill and
seamless in-game screen capture and streaming with Radeon ReLive.
What do we think?
Where as the company’s unveiled Ryzen (a.k.a. Zen) processor which will carry the banner in
2017 and forward for AMD in CPUs, Vega will do the same in GPUs. There was plenty AMD
hadn’t confirmed then about Vega product specs, for example FLOPS, frequencies, how big that
HBC and L2 caches were, and whether Vega would support a GDDR variant in addition to
HBM2. Still, from what we do know about the base technology and architecture, Vega should
represent a sensible, balanced, and forward-thinking evolution of AMD’s time-tested GCN
architecture.
The new generation’s overhauled memory architecture—represented primarily by the new L2,
HBCC, and adoption of HBM2 technology—looked to be Vega’s signature advancement. But
improving memory performance alone wan’t enough to deliver the type of performance boost
buyers typically wanted to see from a next-generation product. Balance was key, as spending time,
money, and watts to dramatically boost one system metric only to see performance bottleneck
elsewhere was pointless. Accordingly, AMD improved IPC and optimized geometry and pixel
pipelines as well, in order to keep up with the dramatic increase in memory bandwidth delivered
both on-chip and off.
So how much better should Vega perform over a comparable (i.e., price, transistors) Polaris (or
Fiji) SKU that it would eventually supersede? Ultimately, GPU performance depended not on how
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many peak FLOPS the GPU could crank out but what percent of that peak FLOPS rate could be
utilized in running typical applications. That’s harder to discern, but what we could do was take
the FLOPS number that AMD disclosed for their upcoming Vega-based Radeon Instinct compute
accelerator and compared to previous generation peak rates. That card, the Radeon Instinct MI25
(built on Vega 10, the “10” denoting a specific Vega chip) maxed out at 25 TFLOPS at 16-bit
precision. Scaling down to single-precision should put a high-end Vega chip at around 12.5
TFLOPS with packed math, compared to a high-end Polaris rate of around 7 TFLOPS.
In the absence of real testing, we speculated a bit further. Factored in, say, another 10% minimum
improvement in utilization, due to improvements in IPC and supporting memory and graphics
pipeline enhancements. That would give a high-end Vega about a 2× boost in peak (emphasis on
“peak”) graphics throughput. In historical context, that was a good number, and might correlate to
seeing Vega products posting Viewperf numbers around 50% better (on average, as rates varied by
viewset) and application benchmarks at 20% (ish) better than comparable Polaris generation
SKUs. If that was in fact where Vega ended up—and we were inclined to think so—then this new
generation would give AMD exactly what it needed: a compelling new generation to spark
upgrades for gamers and professionals, while presenting competitive performance to Nvidia in
both spaces.
In its on-going match with Nvidia, AMD looked to have held serve with Vega. However, the GPU
business was often a game of leapfrog, a game that looked to be replayed once again in 2017.
Nvidia was expected to release a graphics version of Volta in the coming year as well—and it will
mean a step over current Pascal that we’d have to think is at least roughly comparable to Vega’s
gain over Polaris. So while Vega looked to be a win for AMD, both as an impressive engineering
accomplishment and as worthy competitor in the market, it was not likely to be a major gamechanger, unless Nvidia were to stumble down the homestretch bringing Volta to market.
AMD Embedded claimed 75% of discrete graphics market share in global
casino gaming
Graphics leader celebrates more than 10 years supporting customers designing slot machines, bar
games, advanced entertainment platforms and more.
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Figure 13: AMD is major supplier in slot machine market. (Source: AMD)

AMD announced in February that it had captured 75% of the discrete graphics market in the
global casino gaming industry. For more than a decade, the company said it had delivered
scalable, high-performance, low-power embedded processors—including accelerated processing
units (APUs), systems-on-a-chip (SOCs), and discrete graphics processing units (GPUs)—to
enable various display configurations for an increasingly immersive end user experience.
Casino gaming had evolved from low-definition, 2D systems to a fully interactive experience with
multiple touchscreen 4K displays and striking 3D graphics across everything from large cabinet
games to compact units found in bars and transportation terminals. The performance that users had
become accustomed to in a video gaming environment was then a requirement for casino gaming
in order to keep players engaged and coming back. Additionally, there was an advent of skillbased gambling games, such as first-person shooter games, where players could bet on how
quickly they would reach a specific target, drawing further parallels in the style of play between
video and casino games. By applying its expertise in next-generation graphics and compute
processing capabilities from a long history in the video gaming market, AMD delivered casino
gaming customers a scalable, single-platform solution that could be easily integrated into entry
level to high-end systems for a fast time-to-market and enhanced end user experience.
“The casino gaming market is continuing to shift towards a richer multimedia experience that
keeps players engaged longer and helps to increase revenue opportunities, driving the need for
high-resolution, 4K displays and significant processing power on the back end,” said Colin
Cureton, director of marketing and product management, AMD Enterprise Solutions.
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AMD accused companies of infringing patents
AMD filed a legal complaint with the US International Trade Commission (ITC) against
MediaTek, LG, Sigma Designs, and Vizio accusing them of infringing three of its graphics
processing patents.
AMD claimed that LG, Vizio, MediaTek, and Sigma Designs had copied patents it had owned
since it acquired ATI in 2006. AMD wanted the United States International Trade Commission to
investigate its allegations, and ban the four from importing, selling, and marketing any products
that infringed the chip architect's designs.
AMD had also launched civil lawsuits demanding damages and its legal bills paid: the Zen
processor biz had sued LG, Vizio, and Sigma in the Delaware US District Court, alleging patent
infringement. It appeared AMD hadn’t yet brought MediaTek into court.
Two of the patents at the heart of this legal war were applied for in 2003 by ATI, and were granted
several years later after AMD gobbled up the GPU outfit, while the third was applied for in 2011
after the merger. The three US patents describe general graphics processor operations, and they
are:
7,633,506: Parallel pipeline graphics processing, granted in 2009. It defines a processor "back-end
configured to receive primitives and combinations of primitives (i.e., geometry) and process the
geometry to produce values to place in a frame buffer for eventual rendering on a screen. In one
embodiment, the graphics system includes two parallel pipelines."
77,796,133: Unified shader for processing and displaying textures, granted in 2010.
78,760,454: Graphics processing architecture and unified shader, granted in 2014. It describes "a
graphics processor that employs a unified shader that is capable of performing both the vertex
operations and the pixel operations in a space saving and computationally efficient manner."
All three are technical descriptions for all modern GPUs used in TVs, phones, gadgets, and chips
produced by the aforementioned four corporations are alleged to be using its technology without
AMD’s permission.

Arm
Arm unveiled its Dynamiq technology to make better multicore processors that could handle
artificial intelligence, cloud computing, and new kinds of devices. No new GPU designs were
included in the announcement.
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Figure 14: Arm’s Dynamiq CPU structure. (Souce: Arm)

Arm had unveiled its Dynamiq technology to make better multicore processors that could handle
artificial intelligence, cloud computing, and new kinds of devices. The Dynamiq instructions
would also be specifically tailored to improve artificial intelligence and machine learning, with a
50-fold boost in AI performance coming in the next three to five years, Arm said.
While Arm cores still couldn’t compete for the raw performance a GPU or an X86 chip could
offer, Arm wad pitching the ability to customize the design and the new architecture’s fast access
to a powerful accelerator to those who might care more about flexibility and power consumption
over raw performance.

Imagination Technologies
Imagination introduced three new designs in 2017, two of them in the first quarter, as described
here within.
New PowerVR Series8XE Plus GPUs for mid-range markets
Imagination Technologies had owned the high-end non-Qualcomm-based smartphone GPU
segment since the beginning, but until now hadn’t paid much attention to the low-end, leaving that
segment to Arm—till now.
Imagination announced a new family of GPUs that it claimed would provide the ideal balance of
performance and fill-rate needed to enable gaming and compute applications on cost-sensitive
devices. Designated the PowerVR Series8XE Plus these new GPU designs expanded the
company’s IP range of entry-level and mid-range GPUs with three new IP cores. The company
would offer the new cores as engines suited for low-end to mid-range gaming and compute on
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devices such as premium set-top boxes, smartphones, and automotive infotainment systems.
Imagination claimed the new GPUs also had more features for enhanced in-system efficiency. In
addition, Imagination was extending its complementary line-up of PowerVR Series8XE GPUs
with two new IP cores, supporting one pixel per clock (PPC) and eight PPC.
Initially Imagination was targeting the 1080p range of smartphones with the Series8XEP because
they saw that segment as being the one with fastest and largest expansion potential.

Figure 15: Full HD is the dominant resolution in smartphones. (Source: Imagination)

The company saw the same type of opportunity in the TV market, and despite all the push for 4K
and UHD, 1080p is a big market till 2020.

Figure 16: Full HD is also still significant in TV through 2020. (Source: Imagination)

Imagination claimed the Series8XE and Series8XE Plus GPUs would provide OEMs with the best
performance/mm² while incorporating advanced features and support for the latest APIs. Fill-rate,
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said the company, was optimized in the Series8XE GPUs and well suited for GUI/casual gaming
focused markets including DTVs, set-top boxes, streaming sticks/dongles, automotive HMI, and
entry-level mobile devices. Series8XE Plus GPUs had increased GFLOPS up to 4× in step up for
mid-range devices targeting 1080p displays, with the ability to scale to 4K and beyond.

Table 1: Imagination’s new 8XE GPUs were 4–8 times faster than the 8XE. (Source: Imagination)

Imagination had injected the new 8XE Plus into their product line as shown in the following
roadmap diagram.

Figure 17: New PowerVR GPU roadmap introduced the Series8XE Plus. (Source: Imagination)

In addition to working with the latest graphics APIs, the new GPU designs supported compute and
vision APIs such as OpenVX 1.1 and OpenCL 1.2. In mid-range markets, this support was critical
since such devices didn’t typically incorporate dedicated hardware for vision and compute.
Imagination says the 8XE Plus GPUs provided an area and power efficient solution for these
tasks.
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Inside Series8XE Plus GPUs
The initial Series8XE Plus GPUs each delivered up to four pixels per clock and incorporated
features such as hardware virtualization, Imagination’s OmniShield multi-domain security, and
support for the latest APIs including OpenGL ES 3.2, OpenCL 1.2, Vulkan 1.0, and OpenVX 1.1.
The company said their micro-architectural tuning translated into reduced bandwidth usage and
improved in-system performance through a reduced number of small inefficient bursts for higher
fabric/memory utilization.

Figure 18: Imagination’s new PowerVR 8XCE Plus GPU design.

The micro architectural enhancements in PowerVR Series8XE Plus GPUs were also incorporated
into Series8XE GPUs including the one PPC area optimized GE8100 IP core and the eight PPC
GE8430 GPU which had the vastly increased throughput required for high resolution 2K/4K
screens. As a result, Imagination said the GPUs were optimized to provide customers with specific
solutions for their application.
With the 8XE Plus, Imagination shifted the area/cost curve, as illustrated in the next chart.
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Figure 19: Imagination’s PowerVR 8XE—area/cost saving versus competition. (Source: Imagination)

The company claimed the 8XE Plus was optimized for best low-cost GUI/casual gaming user
experience. However, Imagination said OEMs could choose with Series8XE and 8XE Plus, which
core for their application target, be it GUI, gaming or compute/image focused. The new GPUs
built on the successful Series8XE GE8300 GPU, which also d four PPC.
Specifically, Imagination suggested:
•
•
•

GE8320: 2× FLOPS for low- to mid-range mobile devices
GE8325: 2× FLOPS plus features including PVRIC and 10-bit YUV for set-top boxes and
HDTV gaming applications
GE8340: 4× FLOPS for ultimate gaming on mid- to high-end mobile devices

Imagination was emphasizing that compatibility across the range meant that licensing partners
could benefit from using PowerVR GPUs across their entire product line from entry-level to highend.
Says Graham Deacon, VP PowerVR business operations, Imagination: “With 8XE we are seeing
customers move to PowerVR from competitor GPUs. We expect this to continue with the
introduction of the new 8XE and 8XE Plus cores as we are now addressing even more
performance and area points.”
Software tools and availability
Imagination had always provided developers with free access to the cross-platform PowerVR
SDK, designed to support all aspects of 3D graphics application development; as well as tools and
utilities that eased development of 3D graphics and GPU compute applications.
PowerVR Series8XE and Series8XE Plus GPUs were available for licensing. Series8XE and
Series8XE Plus GPUs had already been licensed by multiple customers for TVs, set-top boxes,
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mid-range mobile devices, ultra-low cost phones/tablets, and automotive applications said Graham
Deacon, VP PowerVR business operations.
Physical Design Optimization Kits (DOKs) for Imagination’s PowerVR Series8XE Plus GPUs
were also available, offering customers the flexibility to optimize for power, performance, and
area (PPA). Imagination DOKs were comprised of optimized reference design flows, tuned
libraries from partners, characterization data, and documentation.
What do we think?
Based on a published Khronos specification, PowerVR Series8XE Plus GPUs were expected to
pass the Khronos Conformance Testing Process ASAP. (Current conformance status can be found
at www.khronos.org/conformance.)
With these new GPUs, Imagination had demonstrated the greatest compute and fill-rate density in
the minimum silicon area. Balancing fill-rate and FLOPS was the right approach for mid-range
devices to provide consumers an enhanced experience, while maintaining the low area needed for
price-sensitive categories
MediaTek got some serious graphics
Helio X30 to get PowerVR Series7XT Plus GPU
At MWC, MediaTek announced that it had selected Imagination Technologies’ PowerVR
Series7XT Plus GPU for its new flagship SoC, the MediaTek Helio X30 processor.
The 10-core Arm CPU Helio X30 was MediaTek’s most advanced smartphone chipset to-date,
and according to the company, it was expected to achieve a 2.4× performance boost and power
savings up to 60% compared to the previous generations, thanks to Imagination graphics. The
Helio X30 SoC is being manufactured in TSMC’s 10-nm process.
Imagination’s PowerVR GT7400 Plus GPU would give the X30 high definition graphics (up to
4k) and improved performance for vision and computational photography-based applications. It
included hardware support for tessellation and ASTC LDR and HDR texture compression
standards.
Featuring a unique 10-core design over three clusters: dualcore Arm Cortex-A73 up to 2.5 GHz, quad-core Arm CortexA53 up to 2.2 GHz, and quad-core Arm Cortex A35 up to 1.9
GHz, MediaTek says the Helio X30 increases performance by
up to 35% and saves power by up to 50% over the MediaTek
Helio X20.
The new SoC came with two Imagiq 14-bit Image Signal
Processors (ISPs) supporting 16 + 16MP dual camera
functionality allowed features such as wide + tele zoom
combination lenses for realtime depth of field effects, fast auto
exposure, and improved realtime denoise in low-light conditions.
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The Heilo X30 also incorporated a Vision Processing Unit (VPU) paired to the ISP that provided a
dedicated processing platform for numerous camera features, freeing up the CPU and GPU and
saving power. Key advantages included:
•
•
•

Programmability that provided a platform enabling brands the ability to customize camera
functionality and drive product differentiation.
Power reduction through a dedicated camera-assisting hardware unit that could perform
realtime processing functions, using (says the company) only 1/10 th the power compared to
using the CPU or GPU.
Performance boost by using the VPU in isolation or in conjunction with the CPU/GPU,
employing heterogeneous computing in same memory subsystem for advanced system or
multi-application/function tasks.

Imagination saids the PowerVR GPU’s efficiency using tile-based deferred rendering (TBDR)
offered the lowest possible bandwidth usage and the lowest amount of processing cycles per task,
and all of this led to high performance efficiency and the lowest power consumption per frame.
What do we think?
MediaTek had enjoyed phenomenal growth and contributed to Arm’s gains in GPU IP market
share. But MediaTek had always wanted to compete with Qualcomm and Apple, and to do that
they needed a better GPU. The Helio X30 would be MediaTek’s response to the Snapdragon 835,
and Apple’s A9, and find its way into to low-cost, powerful smartphones which would then be
used in VR HMDs like Samsung’s Gear. And that would enable Imagination to start bragging
about what a big shot it was in VR.
PowerVR Furian GPU architecture
Applications such as VR/AR and convertibles require higher graphics resolutions and frame rates,
and emerging applications such as ADAS and machine intelligence require increased compute
efficiency. Devices designed for these applications are often designed in sub-14 nm process
technologies. Furian addressed these needs through a multi-dimensional approach to performance
scalability, with an extensible design and a focus on easy system integration and layout in the
latest processes. With Furian, embedded products would be able to deliver high-resolution,
immersive graphics content and data computation for sustained time periods within mobile power
budgets
The Furian architecture incorporated many of the compelling features on which PowerVR had
built its technology leadership. This included Imagination’s Tile Based Deferred Rendering
(TBDR), which had been proven over multiple generations of PowerVR GPUs to provide the most
highly efficient embedded graphics.
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Figure 20: Imagination Technologies GPU development history. (Source: Imagination)

Imagination said Furian’s architecture improvements were designed for enhanced power
efficiency, widening the industry-leading performance per mW gap over competing solutions,
with the benchmark already set by the PowerVR Rogue architecture.
Furian architecture highlights
The company said they created Furian to address a new class of emerging applications, with a
focus on efficient scalability that would extend to multiple generations of PowerVR IP cores.
Furian was designed, said the company, to allow future function-specialized pipelines to be tightly
integrated with the GPU to deliver functionality that might be too expensive or not feasible to
implement on a CPU/GPU/DSP, such as ray tracing capability.
GPU compute: Furian was designed to address the increasing compute requirements across
multiple applications and market segments with efficient use of compute APIs including OpenCL
2.0, Vulkan 1.0, and OpenVX 1.1. Furian added a bi-directional GPU/CPU coherent interface for
efficient sharing of data; and a transition to user mode queues from kernel mode queues which
reduced latency and CPU utilization for compute operations.
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Figure 21: Imagination’s Furian overall architecture. (Source: Imagination)

Furian featured a new 32-wide ALU cluster design for increased performance density and
efficiency. A new instruction set architecture (ISA) in the primary and secondary ALU pipelines
enabled improved utilization of resources and thus efficiency, and multi-threading optimizations
allowed efficient and very flexible access to on-chip local compute memory.

Figure 22: Imagination’s Furian PowerVR Furian ALU cluster overview. (Source: Imagination)

Improvements in performance density, GPU efficiency, and system efficiency led to lower power
and a better user experience for next-generation applications. Compared to Series7XT Plus GPUs
in the same process technology and at same clock frequency for cores with similar silicon area
budget, Furian achieved:
•

35% GFLOPS density improvement for improved compute and gaming performance
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•
•

efficiency
80% fill-rate density improvement for improved UI and casual gaming performance
efficiency
70-90% gaming density improvement—real world application results even better than the
sum of the parts

Imagination had already licensed the first Furian IP cores to multiple partners with initial RTL
delivered. The company said the first GPU core variants based on Furian will be announced in
mid-2018.
What do we think?
Imagination Technologies took aim at VR and AR with new PowerVR Series 8 architecture.
At GDC, the PowerVR team at Imagination briefed me on Furian*, which Imagination said was
the first new PowerVR architecture since Rogue was launched in 2010 and there was enough to
make this a very interesting event indeed. Imagination was aiming this new generation explicitly
at the 7-nm process node with VR, ADAS, and notepad PCs in mind.
Where the Rogue architecture was designed for a 28-nm process shooting for 60 FPS gaming on 2
MPixel screens, Furian was looking for 120 FPS on a 4K screen; capable enough to drive a lowlatency VR setup in a mobile configuration. In support of this, Imagination said that they had
basically doubled everything: twice the fill-rate and twice the SIMD width per cluster, which
didn’t get us to the 8× performance boost implied by the new frame rate and resolution targets, but
they assured me that with the improved scalability and performance density, their goal was
achievable by adding more clusters within the power limits.
There were a lot of changes just to get the improved graphics performance but purely from the
vision processing point of view, there were some intriguing developments. One of the more
interesting was that down in the guts of the cluster where all the compute got done, Imagination
had split out what was a unified cache into separate texture, instruction and data cache memories,
allowing them to take advantage of data memory banking to implement a scatter-gather scheme
similar to that found on vision-specific DSPs. The rogue architecture was already able to
implement lane swizzling and shifting, so this new feature brought Furian into a much more direct
feature comparison with those cores.
The base ALU had also changed. Where Rogue had all its instructions going through a single path
containing multiple arithmetic units as well as logic and other functions, Furian split these out into
an arithmetic-only path with a separate parallel path for everything else. Imagination did not claim
that this path was simultaneous issue, so we’re not looking at some sort of hybrid SIMD/VLIW
architecture but given that this secondary path was used for multi-cycle instructions, some degree
of parallelism might be available and the simplified structures would certainly lent themselves to
higher clock rates and/or lower power operation.
Vision algorithms typically work on fixed point and integer operands so any GPU that plans to
compete needs to take that into account. The PowerVR series 7XT GPUs were equipped with
separate integer ALUs operating in Vecn mode depending on whether 32-, 16-, or 8-bit operands
were chosen and the launch materials for Furian specify that there was a Vec2 mode for FP16
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operands but there was nothing on integer resources. Privately, Imagination had assured me that
Furian inherited “some aspects” of series 7XT integer handling but without giving details. That’s a
loose end needed to be tidied up before we could really say how this generation would perform as
a vision processor.
Imagination had been going through some tough times. They were still holding on to their prized
position as sole GPU supplier to iOS products but that was both a blessing and a curse as the rest
of the market gradually slipped away to competitors with greater freedom of action. Did the new
Furian architecture help them regain their lost market share? With projected headset sales in the
single digit millions, VR was not going to do it for them even if they managed to deploy a ray
tracing version but vision functions in mobile and automotive would only get more important and
Imagination traditionally had loyal support from TI, Renesas, and Socionext.
According to Imagination, multiple licenses had already been taken and the designs delivered to
customers, so we expected product announcements within a year. As usual, there was no hint as to
who these customers might be but given that this was a high-end XT architecture that really didn’t
play in the mid-range handset market of their usual customers, we expected something from one of
those automotive players.
*Yes, the name was something to do with Vin Diesel but for the sake of decency, I should draw a
veil over the mental process that linked Riddick to this GPU.

Intel
Intel pushed out the rest of its Kaby Lake processors for 2017’s PCs.
Intel released the first of its lightly refreshed Kaby Lake processors late last year, but those chips
only covered thin-and-light laptops and convertibles. At CES, the company officially took the
wraps off the rest of the lineup, including a full range of socketed desktop processors, a number of
quad-core laptop chips for gaming laptops and mobile workstations, and a few additional laptop
chips with higher clock speeds and better integrated GPUs.

Table 2: Intel Codenames.
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There were few surprises in this lineup, all of these processors featured the same improvements as
the Kaby Lake chips already announced, and almost all of the new chips were simply updated
versions of Skylake chips that already existed.
Kaby CPUs had slightly higher clock speeds than the Skylake chips they replaced, and they're
built on a marginally improved manufacturing process Intel calls "14 nm+." The integrated GPUs
supported hardware-accelerated decoding and encoding of 10-bit HEVC/H.265 video streams and
decoding of 8-bit VP9 streams. This saved power and CPU cycles and made 4K playback possible
on some systems that wouldn't had been able to handle it before.

Figure 23: Intel’s 7th gen CPU with integrated graphics. (Source: Intel)

HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 were also supported, which (respectively) enabled 4K output at 60 Hz
over an HDMI cable and provided the DRM required to carry an encrypted 4K signal from the
thing that’s playing it to the screen that would show it. The maximum supported DisplayPort
version remained 1.2, however, dashing the hopes of anyone who wanted to drive a 5K display at
60 Hz over a single cable using DisplayPort 1.3.
The GPU base frequency was 300 MHz, and the peak was 1 GHz on most of the processors, a few
could get to 1.05 GHz, and the i7-78xx and 79xx could hit 1.1 GHz.
The H-series, for laptops, had the P630 HD GPU, with 350 MHz base and 1.1 GHz peak. There
were no processors with Iris Pro GPUs anywhere in this lineup. Again, few OEMs aside from
Apple and Intel ever used these graphics processors, and even Apple's latest MacBook Pros
excluded them in favor of dedicated GPUs. But it meant the Kaby lineup was still falling
somewhat short of completely replacing the Skylake lineup.
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Intel Xeon E3-1200
In late March 2017, Intel introduced its Xeon processor E3-1200 v6 product family, which
included eight new versions that provided key improvements in processor speed, enhanced
memory capabilities, hardware-enhanced security, and reliability features with support for the
latest Intel graphics. The processors were designed for entry-level servers used by small-business
customers and powering entry-level workstations.
Intel said the Intel Xeon processor E3-1200 v6 product family delivered up to 56% performance
improvement compared with the Intel Xeon processor E3-1200 v2, which was widely used by
small businesses in entry-level workstations. The Intel Xeon processor E3-1280 v6 supported up
to 3.90 GHz base frequency with Intel Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 frequency up to 4.20 GHz.
Additionally, the Intel Xeon processor E3-1200 v6 product family supported enhanced memory
speeds, with configurations of robust Error-Correcting Code (ECC) memory up to 64 GB DDR at
2400 MHz.
In addition to enhanced processor performance and support for fast memory, the latest Intel HD
graphics P630 is available on select products within the Intel Xeon processor E3-1200 v6 product
family. The value and performance of Intel HD graphics P630 is reflected in an up to 3× graphics
performance improvement when compared with an Intel Xeon processor E3-1280 v2.

Nvidia
Nvidia introduced its Pascal architecture in the summer of 2016, and had been brining subsequent
versions of it ever since. Its new Volta architecture was not designed for graphics, only GPU
compute.
GeForce GTX 1050 Ti and 1050 for laptops
At CES 2017, Nvidia announced the availability of GeForce GTX 1050 Ti and GTX 1050 GPUs
on laptops. The GTX 1050 Ti was a mainstream GPU based on the Pascal architecture. Contrary
to the faster models, the GTX 1050 used the GP107 chip, which was manufactured in a 14-nm
process at Samsung.
The notebook version differed a bit in terms of clocks, but was equipped with 768 shader units,
just like the desktop model. It was shipped with up to 4 GB GDDR5-VRAM attached via 128-bit
interface and a 7 Gbps memory data rate (112 GB/s).
The GP107 chip was manufactured in a 14-nm FinFET process at Samsung and offered a number
of new features, including support for DisplayPort 1.4 (ready), HDMI 2.0b, HDR, Simultaneous
Multi-Projection (SMP) as well as improved H.265 video de- and encoding (PlayReady 3.0). A
full list of improvements and the new Pascal desktop GPUs was available in our dedicated Pascal
architecture article.
The performance of the GeForce GTX 1050 Ti could vary quite a lot depending on the cooling
performance of the laptop. It could be just as fast as the desktop model under ideal conditions. The
GeForce GTX 965M and the regular GTX 1050 were beaten by around 30%, so the GTX 1050 Ti
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was comparable to a GTX 970M in general. It was, therefore, an upper mainstream GPU. Games
from 2016 could be played in high settings and the full HD resolution.
The power consumption of the GeForce GTX 1050 Ti was roughly on par with the old GTX
965M, which would mean around 70 Watts and (probably due to better selection and optimized
parts) therefore slightly lower compared to the desktop counterpart. This meant the graphics card
would usually be used for powerful multimedia notebooks and entry-level gaming systems with at
least 15.4-inches.
Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti
35% faster than GTX 1080 and 40% more expensive at $699.
At GDC, Nvidia reduced the price of its former flagship AIB, the GTX 1080, by $100, bringing it
down to $500. The announcement was made at GDC 2017, where the company also made a
couple of other reveals. They did that presumably because they also unveiled the $799 GTX 1080
Ti

Figure 24: Nvidia’s new GTX1080TI. (Source: Nvidia)

Announced in Austin in May 2016, the GTX 1080 established itself as the most powerful Geforce,
and the Titan X version was the most powerful AIB ever made. It came with 2560 Cuda cores
running at 1.6 GHz, 8 GB of GDDR5X at 10 Gbps. The new GTX1080 Ti used fast, G5X memory
and had been overclocked to run at 11 Gbps. The 1080 Ti had 3,584 CUDA cores, 40% more, and
the net result said Nvidia was a 35% performance boost over the GTX 1080.
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Table 3:
Comparison: GTX108TI to GTX1080 and Titan X.

The GeForce GTX 1080 Ti Founders Edition had a die-cast aluminum body and 7-phase dualFET
power supply, and was cooled by a radial fan with a vapor chamber.
What do we think?
The GTX1080TI was almost a TitanX for 42% of the price, as evidenced by all the zeros in the far
right columns. Nvidia had named it a Founder’s Edition, as they did when they brought out the
GTX1080. That allowed Nvidia to ask for (and get) a premium price and the company quickly
sold out all the units they had. Their partners had since refilled the bin. The naming also suggested
we could see a lower priced Ti version by the end of the year, in time for the holiday season, and
as an offset to much anticipated AMD Vega that would be released in a couple of months.
Nonetheless. The level of performance today’s AIBs are delivering is staggering, to point of being
beyond imaginable. If ever there was a time to buy a new AIB, this is it.

Qualcomm
At CES 2017, Qualcomm introduced the Company’s newest premium-tier mobile platform, the
Snapdragon 835 processor with X16 LTE. The company said the 835 processor is the first mobile
platform to be commercially manufactured using the 10 nm FinFET process node. The
Snapdragon 835 was designed to support next-generation entertainment experiences, compute,
productivity and connected cloud services for premium-tier devices, including smartphones,
VR/AR head-mounted displays, IP cameras, premium tablets, next generation PCs and other
devices running a variety of OS’s including Android and Windows 10 with support for legacy
Win32 apps.
Key components of the Snapdragon 835 processor included an integrated X16 LTE modem for
Gigabit Class LTE connectivity, integrated 2 × 2 802.11ac Wave 2 Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 5, and
optional 802.11ad for multi-gigabit connectivity. Improved processing power and performance
was supported with new Kryo 280 CPU and Hexagon 682 DSP, with support for TensorFlow for
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machine learning and Halide for image processing. The Snapdragon 835 also included the new
Adreno 540 GPU and Qualcomm Spectra 180 image sensor processor (ISP).
The improvements available with the Snapdragon 835 powers could be summarized across five
key technology pillars underpinned with a foundation of enhanced machine learning. The five
technology pillars are:
Battery life: The Snapdragon 835 was 35% smaller in package size and consumed 25% less
power compared to previous generation processor.
Immersion: The Snapdragon 835 was designed to meet the performance demands, thermal limits,
and power efficiency constraints of the next-generation virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR)
designs, including support for Google Daydream. Many improvements were made to enhance
visual quality, sound quality, and intuitive interactions. Such improvements included up to a %
increase in 3D graphics rendering performance and support of up to 60 times more colors with the
Adreno 540 visual processing subsystem. Snapdragon 835 also supported 4K Ultra HD premium
(HDR10) video, wide color gamut 10-bit displays, object and scene-based 3D audio, and
outstanding VR/AR motion tracking that included own sensor fusion-based six degrees of freedom
(6DoF);
Capture: The Snapdragon 835 enhanced both still and video capture experience with smooth
optical zoom capabilities, fast auto-focus technologies and HDR true-to-life colors with perceptual
quantization video encoding. At the core of the capture experience was the Spectra 180 camera
ISP, featuring dual 14-bit ISPs that would enable up to 32MP single or dual 16MP cameras for the
ultimate photography and videography experience;
Pillars bolstered by machine learning: Upgrades to the Snapdragon Neural Processing Engine
software framework included support for Google TensorFlow and enhancements to Hexagon DSP
with Hexagon Vector eXtentions (HVX), including custom neural network-layer support, and
power and performance optimizations on Snapdragon heterogeneous cores. OEMs and software
developers using machine learning could now enable rich experiences such as intelligent
photography, strong security and privacy protection, smart automobiles and personal assistants,
and responsive and true-to-life VR and AR.
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Figure 25: Qualcomm component block diagram Snapdragon 835.

The Snapdragon 835 featured:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kryo 280 CPU with f performance cores running at up to 2.45 GHz and f efficiency cores
running up to 1.9 GHz;
an integrated Snapdragon X16 LTE modem with support for Category 16 LTE download
speeded up to one gigabit per-second, and Category 13 LTE upload speeds up to 150
megabits per-second;
integrated 2 × 2 11ac MU-MIMO with up to 50% reduction in size and up to 60%
reduction in Wi-Fi power consumption, compared to the Snapdragon 820;
802.11ad multi-gigabit Wi-Fi, offering up to 4.6 gigabits per-second peak speed;
the world’s first certified Bluetooth 5 commercial technology offering up to two megabits
per-second speed and a suite of features that enabled many new use cases. Bluetooth, FM
radio, Wi-Fi and RF offered through companion WCN3990 solution;
Adreno 540 GPU with support for OpenGL ES 3.2, full OpenCL 2.0, Vulkan and DX12;
Hexagon 682 DSP with HVX;
Qualcomm All-Ways Aware technology with support for the Google Awareness API;
dual-channel LP DDR4x memory at 1866 MHz;
Qualcomm Location with support for GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou, Galileo, and QZSS
systems, which in combination with LTE/Wi-Fi/Bluetooth connectivity to provide “alwayson” location and context awareness;
up to 32 MP single and 16 MP dual-camera with Qualcomm Spectra 180 ISP, 2× ISP, 14bit, hybrid autofocus (laser/contrast/structured light/dual-phase detection AF), Qualcomm
Clear Sight, optical zoom, hardware accelerated face detection and HDR video recording;
4K Ultra HD video capture @ 30 fps, up to 4K Ultra HD video playback @ 60 fps, support
for H.264 (AVC) and H.265 (HEVC);
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•
•
•
•

•

maximum On-Device and External Display Support including Ultra HD Premium ready,
4K @60 fps, wide color gamut support, 10-bit color depth;
Quick Charge 4 technology;
the Snapdragon security platform including the Qualcomm SecureMSM hardware and
software and the Qualcomm Haven security suite;
Qualcomm Aqstic WCD9341 audio codec combined with Snapdragon 835 supports an
audiophile grade DAC with 32-bit/384 kHz support with an SNR at 115 dB and ultra-low 105 dB THD+N and native DSD hi-fi audio playback. Additionally, the Snapdragon 835
supports Qualcomm aptX and aptX HD Bluetooth audio with 2× improved power for
wireless connectivity;
manufactured on 10-nm FinFET technology.

The company’s then new SoC, the Snapdragon 835, was manufactured by Samsung on a 10-nm
FinFET process, and delivered up to 27% higher performance. It also supported the new Quick
Charge 4.0 feature which charged up to 50% in 15 minutes.
The new SoC would draw up to 40% less power when compared to the Snapdragon 820 and 821
that were based on 14-nm process.
The octa-core processor clocked at 2.2 GHz, and had the new Adreno 540 GPU which scored
about 30% higher than the Adreno 530 in Snapdragon 821. Qualcomm used the move to 10 nm to
increase peak GPU frequency to 710MHz, about 14% more than the SD820’s peak operating
point, w
Qualcomm is finding new jobs for the Snapdragon and at CES demonstrated the chip at work in
drones, medical devices, in cars, and phones. CEO Steve Mollenkopf opened up his CES
presentation with new about the upcoming Snapdragon 835, but the workhorses for this year’s
CES was the Snapdragon 820.
The real message for Qualcomm at CES was how 5G was going to change the world with
streaming speeds so fast that USB cables would become unnecessary. Mollenkopf told the
audience that the 5G is being built for a world where everything is connected. During CES,
Qualcomm announced the beginning of trials which would be conducted by Qualcomm
Technologies in collaboration with Ericsson and AT&T. They would be testing interoperability
and over-the-air field trials based on the 5G New Radio (NR) specifications being developed by
standards body 3GPP as the basis of global standards.
The first Tango enabled phone was the Lenovo Phab 2 Pro, which was introduced some time ago
and is based on the Snapdragon 652. It’s still a hot commodity at CES, but the arrival of the 800
series of Snapdragon chips was expected to open up the gate for new Tango enabled devices.
Qualcomm talked about the Snapdragon 835 processor, which the company claimed was the first
10-nm chip to start mass production. The chip which was unveiled earlier in 2016 was being built
using Samsung’s 10-nm FinFET process. The new chip supported 360-degree 4K video at 60 fps
over LTE. The company demonstrated the chips suitability for mobile VR by streaming two 4K
videos over HDMI to a display using a base station provided by Ericsson. The videos were
stitched together in realtime. The demo didn’t quite work on the CES keynote stage but seemed to
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be problems with the connection to the screen rather than an actual demo-fail. The demo also
demonstrated the 835’s abilities in 360-degree audio.

Verisilicon-Vivanti
In late 2015, Verisilicon acquired IP GPU maker Vivante.
The company offered IP GPU designs and compatibility with major APIs and operating systems.
GPU API support
Vulkan 1.0
OpenGL ES 1.1/2.0/3.0/3.1 AEP/3.2
OpenGL 2.1/3.1/4.0
OpenCL 1.1/1.2 Full Profile
OpenVG 1.1
OpenVX 1.0
DirectX 11 (SM5)

Operating system support
Android
Chrome OS
Linux
Windows 10 / CE
QNX
FreeRTOS

Adjacent developments
In this section are non-specific GPU references that have an impact on GPUs and/or the suppliers
of GPUs.
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The API path
I was thinking about the evolution of graphics APIs, and how critical they have been to the
industry and the participating companies. The API activity has
always been contentious, dynamic, challenging, and many times
frustrating. And as George Santayana famously said, "Those who
do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it." Something that
could well apply to what’s going in the U.S. today. Regardless of
local government politics, the politics of APIs is equally daunting,
and terribly important.
The first graphic I/O, with limited machine language calls, dates
back to the IBM 704 in 1954 which had an external 780 graphics
terminal. The IBM 704 had the first synthetized speech system
which inspired Arthur C. Clark’s Daisy Daisy scene in 2001: A
Space Odyssey. But the IBM system was a closed system.
It was the establishment of Tektronix’s graphics terminals as the industry standard in the early
1970s that really kicked off the idea of an industry standard API. The Tektronix 4010, introduced
in 1971, used Tektronix’s Plot-10 graphics library and function calls. There was also Cambridge
University’s CADCentre GINO-F, and Culham Lab’s Ghost that were popular and used by
various application developers. In Europe, the German Standards Institute, or DIN made
significant contributions, as did the Norwegian group, which proposed a package called GPGS as
a standard. GPGS later became known as IDIGS. The ACM tried to consolidate and stabilize
things and in 1976 introduced the CORE graphics library and API.
With the introduction of the PC, and 16 kb memory chips in the early 1980s, PC graphics took off
and dozens of companies emerged offering graphics add-in boards (AIBs), but it was IBM again
that set the standards with the MDA and CGA. In the late 1980s and into the early 1990s it was
chaos in API land in the PC industry, and we had the infamous API wars.
However, if a particular graphics AIB’s chip didn’t support some features needed by an
application then when those functions were called by the application, they would be executed
(more slowly) by the CPU. And that often-created cases which would result in what was (and still
is) known as the “blue screen of death”—i.e., a system crash typically due to an API/driver
conflict.
The result of these crashes caused Microsoft to get too many unwarranted (and unwanted) calls
about their operating system, which was Windows 3.0 or 3.1 at the time (mid 1990s). With the
introduction of 32-bit Windows 95 in late August 1995, Microsoft also introduced its API for
graphics called DirectX 1.0. The suppliers of their own proprietary APIs, one of the most popular
being Glide from 3Dfx, were slowly but surely edged out as DirectX took over, stabilized the PC
and life was good.
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Figure 26: The history of graphics APIs.

Over the years, the API, which carried a graphics functions library grew, and grew, and GREW.
Also, the API wasn’t very smart and couldn’t remember if a function call had been issued, so if it
was issued again it had to be reloaded and executed by GPU. That ate up time to load the call, then
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search the library, and finally run it. Also, during the years, in attempts to get more efficient, and
more complex graphics operations, most (almost all) the application developers built the graphics
functions into their applications and/or the game engines. That sped up things a bit, but by now the
drivers were approaching 4 GB with unneeded op calls for legacy
systems.
Then in 2013, in conjunction with DICE, AMD introduced Mantel,
a very thin, super-efficient API with almost no graphics library,
plus better access to all the functions within the GPU, and a
memory of what had been done that reduced or eliminated recall
commands. That motivated Microsoft and Khronos to improve
their APIs. Khronos had already been investing in graphics API
updates, but it was Mantel that showed the way to Vulkan for
Khronos, DirectX 10 for Microsoft, and Metal for Apple.
AMD has stopped developing Mantle and contributed their
concepts and IP to Apple, Khronos, and Microsoft, and so we back to a mini API war situation
with three choices, one open, and two proprietary.
What was it Santayana said again? Oh never mind, we’re got work to do re-inventing the wheel—
we’re going to make it round this time.
Adoption and capabilities grew for Vulkan
Soon one API would be all that’s needed for any OS, application, or platform.
The Vulkan API developed by Khronos was gaining tremendous momentum in high-fidelity
gaming with support appearing in leading games engines such as Unity and Unreal, while
numerous game studios actively developing Vulkan titles, and a dozen Vulkan shipping including
Doom, Quake, The Talos Principle and Dota 2. Vulkan drivers were also shipping from all of the
major GPU manufacturers for desktop and mobile systems. At GDC, Khronos released new
Vulkan extensions for cross-platform access to virtual reality and multi-GPU functionality.
Vulkan 1.0.42 had been released with new extension sets for VR and
multi-GPU. Khronos said they had incorporated the functionality most
requested by developers, and were providing a building block approach
for explicit level of control. That, said Khronos, would enable developers with key functionality.
Khronos would also gather the experiences and feedback of the developers for future Vulkan core
spec releases.
The new version was the first use of the KHX extensions. However, they were only temporary
versions and Khronos warned that they should not be built into production code. They were
designed to enable developer feedback without polluting long-term extension space.
There was a new LunarG SDK for Vulkan Header which included support for all newly released
functionality. Nvidia got their 15 minutes of fame by publishing their new Vulkan beta drivers on
day of the spec release. It had full support for all the new v1.0.42 extensions, plus building block
Vulkan extensions for VRWorks on Maxwell and Pascal
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Vulkan extension sets
Khronos had added a multiview extension set that made rendering geometry to multiple surfaces,
each with its own viewing parameters. This could efficiently render stereo pairs or environment
maps, which would be helpful in developing VR applications.
There was also a new sharing extension set that enabled sharing memory and synchronization
primitives across process and instance boundaries, which would be useful for implementing
realtime rendering system such as VR runtimes.
The new explicit multi-GPU extension set allowed multiple GPUs to be treated as a single logical
device. Application could implement Alternate Frame Rendering, Split Frame Rendering or VR
SLI and CrossFire implementations.
And there was a new descriptor Update extension set that provided an alternate way to update
resource references between draw or compute dispatch calls. This would be more efficient when a
fixed set of resources must be updated repeatedly, and useful for legacy applications.
One size fits all?
Due to industry demand, Khronos initiated the development of a solution to enable 3D
applications that were portable across Vulkan, DX12, and Metal.
The golden age of application portability through OpenGL and OpenGL ES being available on all
desktop and mobile systems was passing. Developers then wanted to tap into the enhanced
performance of the new generation explicit APIs: Vulkan, DX12, and Metal. Every cross-platform
developer, as well as WebGL, was facing the challenge of rendering portably and efficiently
across systems using all three of these APIs.
What do we think?
Khronos had been leading the development of cutting-edge native and Web 3D APIs for many
years, and was uniquely qualified to solve this urgent issue confronting the industry.
I’m seeing more than I want to, or maybe not enough
Our eyes are just too damn good. Too good for the VR and AR displays we can afford and are able
to build today.
VR as you probably know has a taxonomy that can be reduced to a quadrant
Consumer mobile Commercial mobile
Consumer tethered Commercial tethered
Samsung’s gear is upper left, HTC and Oculus are lower left, and the stuff that started the VR
field, and where the money is made is the lower right.
The lower left is highly over hyped by the participants, investors, market researchers (who should
know better), the press and pundits. They are all practicing the Emperor’s New Clothes, seeing
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things they want to see that aren’t there—so they tell each other how great it all is, and how
wonderful it will be. They will get tired of the charade and turn their attention to the next shiny
new thing, and likely turn on each other in the process.
Consumer VR, especially the interactive, PC/PS4-based type has two major problems: latency and
something called the screen-door effect.
The screen-door effect (SDE) or fixed-pattern noise (FPN) is a visual artifact of displays, where
the fine lines separating pixels (or subpixels) become visible in the displayed image. It is
sometimes incorrectly referred to as pixel pitch. In the simplest of explanations, pixel pitch is the
distance from the center of an LED (LCD, or OLED) cluster (or pixel) to the center of the next
LED cluster/pixel measured in millimeters. “Screen door effect” is a phrase used to describe a
display that has a visible gap between individual pixels. However, there is no technical
specification (that I know of) for this gap.

Figure 27: The screen door effect when seen up close.

The screen door effect is the result of several components. PPI (pixel per inch) is a huge
contributor. Another element that is a big contributor to perceived resolution, is the viewing
distance to the actual display. The math is quite straight forward: the diameter of the pixel, times
the viewing distance and (in HMD's) the power of the optic system, this provides the "system"
resolution, which is what you are really looking at in HMD's.
The HTC Vive, has two 91.9 mm (diameter) 1080 × 1200 OLED displays giving 446 ppi per eye,
while the Oculus Rift is slightly smaller (90 mm) screen with the same resolution giving 456 ppi
per eye. The PS4 has a 220-mm screen with 960 × 1080 resolution providing 254 PPI across both
eyes. And a Samsung Galaxy S7 used in Gear is a 217-mm screen with 2560 × 1440 resolution
giving a 534 PPI across both eyes.
The consumer VR HMDs place the screen between 55- and 65-mm from your eye. At that
distance, the visual acuity is about 1 mm, that means if you had alternating black and white lines
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that were all 1-mm wide, it would appear to most people as a mass of solid gray, like the upper
right corner of the diagram.

Figure 28: Log of sinusoidal Contrast sensitivity (Campbell, F. W. and Robson, J. G. (1968), Application
of Fourier Analysis to the Visibility of Gratings).

But because our eyes are so good we are able to discern one arc minute of resolution. At that
distance, we see the lines, and so we see the “screen-door” effect of the display. The trick is to
either use a super high-resolution display, or a very small panel display with tiny pixels and move
it away from the eye so the display exceeds the acuity of the eye so we can’t discern the lines
between the pixels.
Entrepreneur and technology pioneer, Karl Guttag calculated that if you wanted to support a 120degree FOV at near the eye resolving power you needed about 7,200 pixels horizontally that are
about 9-micron pitch.
You can, and must, do that in an AR system, but none of the consumer VR systems do it. That’s
because of cost, the super high-res screens, using microOLEDs or microLEDs can be expensive
(depending upon volume); and the (high-quality) optics needed to move the display from the eye
are expensive and tricky to build and mount. Consumer VR HMDs are already considered too
expensive—they are above that magic threshold of $300. Adding any costs just aggravates the
problem and thwarts the price-elasticity opportunities.
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Closing comments
So consumer VR will be thwarted by latency and acuity. Acuity is fixable, at a cost. Latency needs
a new paradigm, like local dedicated image processors and ultra-tightly-coupled and super-fast
positional sensors. Cost, cost, cost. That’s why VR has been stuck in the military and scientific
realms for the past 30 years—they can afford it, and because of the critical nature of their missions
can/will tolerate a bit of discomfort.
Consumer VR, with the possible exception of passive 360-videos, isn’t going to happen fast. Our
eyes and brains are just too damn good for it.
Further reading: Karl Guttag has an in-depth discussion on this at his blog page.

Micron’s 3D Xpoint memory structure
Micron had been in partnership with Intel to develop the 3D XPoint technology. This was a
disruptive new type of memory system that would provide a new positive growth catalyst for both
companies.
3D XPoint technology was the first new technology for memory and storage devices since NAND
flash was developed 2.5 decades ago. 3D XPoint was considered a game changer for 4 main
reasons:
•
•
•
•

It is 1000× faster than NAND flash technology.
It is about half the cost of DRAM.
It has 1000× more endurance than NAND.
It is 10× denser than conventional memory.

The benefits of 3D XPoint could be used for various applications such as: gaming, media
production, genome sequencing, financial services transactions, and personalized medicine. Those
were just a few examples. However, that gave us a good idea of the strong potential for this
technology.
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Figure 29: Micron’s 3D point memory structure. (Source: Micron)

Micron stated the company saw its first revenue from 3D XPoint in 2017. However, Micron did
not elaborate on how much revenue it expects to generate in 2017 from this technology. The
company also didn't mention the customers that it was communicating with regarding 3D XPoint
so this technology may take a while to roll out.
3D XPoint is a non-volatile memory (NVM) technology by Intel and Micron Technology; it was
announced in July 2015 and became available on the open market since April 2017.
Recipient of foundation graphics patents made claims

3DLabs early work was being used as a club.
ZiiLabs had been suing everyone who could spell GPU, pixel, texture, or graphics, for patent
violations.
Who the hell was ZiiLabs?
ZiiLabs, a wholly owned subsidiary of Creative Technology, but it wasn’t always.
It’s a long story, but what else did you had to do, so be comfortable.
It all started in Kingston-on-Thames, in the UK, in 1983 when Osman Kent and Yavuz Ahiska
decided to start a company to build advanced signal processing systems. They called it Benchmark
Technologies, and developed a time-sliced OS, memory mangers, and array-processors. One of the
first employees was Neil Trevett, now VP at Nvidia, and president of the Khronos Group. Trevett
wrote several of the patents that made Benchmark an interesting company.
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It was so interesting that in late 1988, Du Pont bought Benchmark Technology, renamed it Du
Pont Pixel Systems (DPPS) and moved a hunk of the group to the US, leaving the R7D lab in the
UK.
At that time, they had a VME-based array processor (using an early RISC technology) and a
68020 board. Nice products but on the trailing edge of technology. However, DPPS was also
working on a new design with i860s.
DPPS was a pioneer OEM supplier and went around the world looking for customers. Tektronix
liked what they had and brought out a workstation based on it. Then Tektronix's management
killed the project and left DPPS without a showcase client. Looking for other opportunities, they
took the RISC engine from their array processor, put it on a NuBus board and named it MacBrisc.
It was an expensive accelerator with very little software to accelerate. They sold a few and in late
1990, withdrew the product.
Undaunted by these setbacks and with the patient backing of a $40 billion company, the DPPS
group went back to the lab to re-think their strategy. When they emerged, they had a plan with real
vision. They looked at the market and concluded it consisted of three major hardware components:
graphics, imaging, and numerics. These three parts could be merged in a Venn-like diagram with
the center (union of sets) being an area that no one was addressing. A few companies had two of
the three, but that was all. Furthermore, DPPS saw various parts of the relationship applied to
different application needs. This then became their plan and they fashioned their hardware around
it and called it the Fusion product line.
By this time (1991), they had committed to the i860 and found a few new customers. Being in the
OEM business they quickly realized they had to offer their customers something extra. Back to the
lab. When they emerged this time, they had the idea to port Silicon Graphics' (SGI) Graphics
Library (GL) to their hardware. SGI couldn't decide at the time if they wanted to license GL
(besides they were in a similar discussion with Compaq and Microsoft). DPPS got impatient and
took SGI's GL programmer's guide and used it as a data sheet. They then designed their own
library for the i860 and duplicated all of the functionality of GL. They named their emulation
PX/GL. (Which brings up the probably not-burning question: how come a hardware copy is a
clone and a software copy is an emulation?) To that they added C and Fortran compilers, a linker,
and a few other useful tools and they had a killer product.
Well, almost. They quickly realized that although the 9U VME form factor and bus were very
nice, not everyone wanted to use it. They had to adopt their technology to other buses. The first
thing they did was to pick apart the hardware design into logical objects. These objects were then
formed into a library and could be used to provide a custom design for any bus. So far, they had
made a 9U and 6U VME, Micro Channel, and an S-bus implementation. They were looking at the
ISA, EISA, and NuBus platforms (although they seemed a little gun-shy of the NuBus, and in
retrospect, rightfully so).
The performance ratings with a 40 MHz i860 were 550,000 3D vectors/second, 183,000 3D antialiased vectors/second, 12 Mpixels/second doing a 3 × 3 convolution and 1,400 Mpixels/second,
for a flat fill. The Micro Channel board with a 25 MHz i860, 16 Mbytes of DRAM and 8 Mbytes
VRAM sells for $12,000 (single quantity, end user). The memory is organized as either a double
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buffered 8-bit frame buffer with 8-bit overlay, or as a 24-bit frame buffer with an 8-bit overlay.
Those were very impressive specifications for the day, and quite a few days afterwards as well.
In April 1994, management had completed the buyout of Du Pont Pixel from the DuPont Corp. At
the time 3Dlabs had 34 people including the original founders of Pixel and other Du Pont Pixel
management members. 3Dlabs chose to concentrate on the chip itself and decided to not build
board-level products, with the exception of reference designs. During that period, Trevett and Kent
contributed some foundational technology to the graphics canon.
In May 2002, Creative Labs bought 3Dlabs. Then in March 2005, Creative labs shut down the
high-end workstation GPU maker, and Nvidia picked up almost all of the team and established a
new operation in Huntsville in the process. In December 2006, Creative Labs spun off 3Dlabs and
created ZiiLabs, with a lot of the same R&D people in the UK from the Benchmark Technologies
days.
Over the course of the 22 years of the renamed and resold company, a pile of fundamental
graphics patents was awarded, and the pile seemed to grow every year. The number of current live
patents is over 100. The total ever granted (some now expired) is just under 200.
When Creative Labs acquired 3Dlabs, along with came it a skunkworks division that was
designing a media processor. The media processor group, based in the U.K., was renamed ZiiLabs
in 2009, and the team unveiled the first StemCell processor. In 2011, Creative Technology decided
to shift into a new product area and started looking for a buyer for the ZiiLabs group. The patent
portfolio was the sweetener. If it fell into the wrong hands, i.e., some troll, any company doing
anything with pixels would be getting an infringement letter.
The seeds of a deal were sown in 2011, when Intel partnered with Creative to design and develop
an advanced motion-sensing camera that can pick up human motion for interaction with highpowered computer games, as demonstrated at the Intel Developers Forum in September 2012.
Then in November 2012, Creative Labs sold parts of its graphics chip wing, ZiiLabs, to Intel for
$50 million. $30 million was a payment for engineering resources and assets that became part of
Intel while the remaining $20 million was for licensing patents with relation to Ziilabs' GPU
technology.
The U.K. subsidiary was a design group involved in the development of various silicon solutions,
including the ZMS chips for Creative. The transfer of engineering resources and assets would be
through the divestment of the U.K. subsidiary by Creative.
Meanwhile, back at Creative, ZiiLabs was still wholly owned by Creative, and continued to retain
all ownership of its StemCell media processor technologies and patents, and continued to supply
and support its ZMS series of chips to its customers. It also continued to develop devices
incorporating the ZiiLabs ZMS20 and the ZMS40 media processors.
The patent portfolio license deal just made good business sense, and $20 million for Intel was not
a big expense. Paying $30 million for a team of 70+ smart engineers, many who wrote some of
those patents, seemed like a bargain.
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However, Creative Labs shut down the ZiiLabs operations and wrote off $4.5 million divestment
costs in FY2013 ending 30 June 2013.
Then in March 2014, ZiiLabs sued Apple and Samsung over alleged infringement of graphics
patents, claiming the companies infringed on 10 U.S. patents, many of which dealt with graphics
processing. In October 2015, Apple agreed to settle and pay for a license from ZiiLabs. And it
would seem that the Samsung followed, with plaintiff and defendant filing a joint motion to
dismiss in February 2016 (Samsung might have agreed to license Creative’s patents as early as
March 2014). After that ZiiLabs sued ARM (which is ongoing).

Figure 30: Historical path of graphics patents.

In March 2016, Creative filed suits against Blackberry, HTC, Lenovo, LG Electronics, Samsung
Electronics, Sony and ZTE alleging infringement of its US patent 6928433—‘Automatic
hierarchical categorization of music by metadata’—known as the ‘ZEN patent,’ in reference to one
of Creative’s lines of portable MP3 players.
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In April 2016, when Nvidia sued Samsung and Qualcomm for patent infringement, which was
dismissed in October, the ZiiLabs patent portfolio was offered to Qualcomm. Qualcomm, which
had its hands full at the time declined the offer.
Which brought us up here. On December 16, a Section 337 complaint was filed by ZiiLabs Ltd., a
Bermuda subsidiary of Hong Kong’s Creative Technology Asia Limited, against AMD, Lenovo,
LG Electronics, MediaTek, Motorola Mobility, Qualcomm, and Sony. Interestingly, Nvidia was
not listed which might be due to the cross-licensing agreement Nvidia signed with Intel in 2011.
And since ZiiLabs named MediaTek, that would draw in Arm, and possibly Imagination
Technologies, since MediaTek didn’t design the GPU or CPU. The same would be true for
Motorola, and others.
ZiiLabs was asserting four patents in the Section 337 investigation. Those were:
U.S. Patent No. 66777952 (1999–2004) titled Texture Download DMA Controller Synching
Multiple Independently-Running Rasterizers.

It claimed a computer system with at least two separate rasterizer units which were interconnected
to process some graphics rendering tasks jointly, improving graphics data processing for threedimensional graphics.
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U.S. Patent No. 6950350 (2002–2005) entitled Configurable Pipe Delay with Window Overlap
for DDR Receive Data.

This disclosed a system in a computing device for maximizing set up time and hold time for data
reads from a double-data-rate (DDR) memory device to minimize timing uncertainty which could
develop in data interfaces between DDR devices and high-speed synchronous systems.
U.S. Patent No. 7518616 (1998–2009) titled Graphics Processor with Texture Memory
Allocation System.

This protected a graphics accelerator with a texture buffer and multiple texture processors which
resulted in a more efficient allocation of memory resources when storing a three-dimensional
texture map for displaying graphics on a computer display device.
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U.S. Patent No. 8643659 (2003–2014) titled Shader with Global and Instruction Caches.

This patent claimed a 3D graphics accelerator with a fragment shading unit which virtualizes the
storage of certain data which relieved constraints on 3D image processing which were created by
the physical on-chip memory.
A company filing a Section 337 complaint needed to prove that the importation of patentinfringing devices injured a legitimate domestic industry related to the asserted patents.
To arrive at a damages claim, ZiiLabs (Creative) used a financial model based on the cost to Intel
(a licensee since 2012). ZiiLabs contended that the asserted patents licensed to Intel were used by
products which contained an Intel HD Graphics processor, an Intel Iris Graphics processor or an
Intel Iris Pro Graphics processor. These products used graphics processing technologies protected
by ZiiLabs’ asserted patents on Intel’s 14-nm transistor platform.
ZiiLabs’ analysis found that 62.5% of Intel’s 14-nm processors, and 47.8% of all of Intel’s
processor products, included one of these GPU products protected by the ZiiLabs patents.
These processors were made at facilities in the U.S., including sites in Chandler, AZ, and
Hillsboro, OR, where Intel had invested in state-of-the-art fabrication equipment. The Chandler
site, for example, was a one million-square-feet facility that ZiiLabs alleged costed a total of $10
billion for Intel to construct. ZiiLabs argued that the cost of Intel’s property, plant and equipment
holdings which were allocable to the domestic industry products practicing ZiiLabs’ patented
technology was $10.8 billion, a number reached by multiplying Intel’s total property, plant and
equipment holdings in the U.S. with the 47.8% of Intel’s processor products practicing the
technology.
According to the official Section 337, complaint filed by ZiiLabs, the Bermuda firm was targeting
the importation of various electronics by the respondents in the investigation, including desktops,
notebooks, laptops, all-in-ones, servers, tablets, Chromebooks and other products containing
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graphics processors and/or DDR memory controllers. For example, ZiiLabs alleged AMD’s
graphics processing units (GPUs), central processing units (CPUs) and accelerated processing
units (APUs) sold to end-users infringed upon the asserted patents. Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 820
processor with Adreno 530 GPU product was another specific product which was mentioned as an
infringing product in ZiiLabs’ complaint.
What do we think?
Creative had to file on some of the patents as they got close to end-of-life (not that they couldn’t,
or wouldn’t be re-filed). The patent term was either 17 years from the issue date or 20 years from
the filing date. In the case of Patent No. 7518616 (1998–2009), issue date would time out in 2026,
but filling date would time out in 2018. And Patent No. 66777952 (1999–2004) would time out in
2019 or 2021.
If the defendants didn’t agree (as Apple and Samsung did) and paid for a license, this could drag
on many, many years. Four patents to argue, discovery on seven companies going back at least 17
years, this would be the retirement package for a bunch of lawyers who would buy new houses
and send their kids to expensive colleges thanks to Creative Labs. It would also drain off a lot of
management time and other resources within the defendant companies. What was interesting is
Creative did try to get some of these companies to buy a license earlier. So if they told Creative to
shove it, then Creative and the lawyers were entitled to what they got.
That the suit was filed in the East Texas court (which is what ZiiLabs/Creative did last time) was
an indication they were looking for settlement money and not necessarily a big jury case fight.
Most parties would settle rather than fight because it was much more cost effective to settle
compared to making your case to an East Texas jury.
One thing for sure, this action was going to shift a lot of money from one account to another for a
long time.
Epilog
In a future article, we’ll tell you about Intellectual Pixels Limited which now owns the
foundational 3Dlabs’ patents relating to ‘pixel streaming’—this is a portfolio which a lot of
players in the industry would like to get their hands on.

Second quarter 2016
The second quarter was usually a slow period with announcements of mid-life kicker products,
and one major conference, Computex, to be used for new product introductions. Nvidia’s GTC is
also often a place where the company will announce new GPUs. Secondarily NAB is often a show
case for new designs, but typically systems, not semiconductors.

AMD
News a deal between AMD and Intel, where AMD would sell a custom GPU to Intel and Intel
would combine it in a multichip solution for thin and light notebooks came out in Q2. It was true,
and an interesting precursor to other developments which will be discussed in the Q4 Intel section.
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AMD announced a dual GPU Pro graphics AIB for workstations, but no new GPUs were used in
it, nor were any announced in Q2.

Arm
Arm didn’t announce or introduce any new GPUs in Q2’17 but did bring out some companion
chips worth mentioning.
Mali got an ISP module
Arm had been late to the ISP party, and since some of its customers wanted to jump into the
autonomous automobile and security markets, it had reacted to their requests. Last year, ARM
signaled it would be doing such a thing when it acquired (for $350 million) UK-based Apical, a
company involved in imaging and embedded computer vision. Apical was founded in 2002. The
first thoughts were this was fulfilling Masayoshi Son, Softbank’s CEO and founder’s (who paid
$31 billion for Arm) vision of robots (running on Arm processors to be able to “see”).
Then Arm had released some of the details about how the Apical technology would be embedded
in an ARM-based SoC.
The Mali-C71 would be the first unit to incorporate the ISP; and the company claimed it would
incorporate wide dynamic range and multi-output support. And, for those interested in ADAS
(advanced driver assistance) and autonomous vehicle applications, the Mali -C71 was also ASIL
D and SIL3 standards compliant, and implemented numerous reliability enhancements, said Arm.

Figure 31: Arm's Mali-C71 ISP supported multiple inputs and outputs. (Source: Arm)

ISPs are one of the ingredients to a vision system; the others are the GPU, CPU, DSP, and the
VPU, which brings them all together.
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Figure 32: VPUs are at the center of advanced image processing, CNNs, and augmented reality.

Arm recognized the importance of the ISP, and going Qualcomm and Nvidia 2× better, offered
four sensor inputs. In addition, there were up to 16 additional non-real time streams that could be
routed over AXI and transferred through external memory from additional Mali-C71 ISPs or other
processor cores on the same SoC.
The ISP is the first order filter outside of the image sensor. The image sensor doesn’t sense red,
green, and blue for each pixel; it senses one color for each. The ISP is used to estimate the color
based on what’s next to it which is called demosaicing, which is the primary job of an ISP. Each
camera maker (from smartphones to high-end DSCs) has their own proprietary methods for
computing the interpolated image. The ISP often is used to do other front-end work such as
autofocus, exposure, and white balance. And it is used to correct for lens imperfections like
vignetting or color shading imparted by the imperfect lens system; as well as compensation for
dead pixels, HDR recombining, noise reduction, and other filtering such as face or object
detection, and conversion between color spaces. Which and what functions get assigned to the ISP
is the device builder’s choice.
Having four possible camera inputs should be useful to ODMs building automotive systems. For
non-automotive applications, the multiple inputs in the C71 could be used to generate HDR
images from sensor set at different exposure settings, and/or different color filters; Bayer patterns
for full-color spectrum capture, for example, plus white-dominant arrays to capture additional
(monochrome) detail. This was a similar approach taken by Qualcomm and one of its OEM
customers. Arm said the C71 was capable of capturing up to 24 stops of dynamic range (i.e., 16
million + plus intensity levels). It said even the best DSLRs (digital single lens reflex cameras)
were only capable of capturing 14 stops of dynamic range.
However, Arm was clearly aiming the Mali-C71 at automotive applications. The company pointed
out that the C71 had reliability features required for more demanding applications such as ADAS
and autonomous vehicles. Targeting potential systemic faults, the ISP supported the SIL 3 and
IEC 61508 standards, along with ASIL D and ISO 26262 specifications. And to comprehend
potential random faults, Mali-C71 provided a range of capabilities:
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•
•
•
•

More than 300 dedicated fault detection circuits, covering both the ISP and connected
image sensors,
Built-in continuous self-test for the ISP, along with a fault interrupt controller,
Image plane tagging, to explicitly identify each pixel that the ISP has modified, and
CRCs (cyclic redundancy checks) of all data paths, including both integrated and external
memories as well as ISP configuration blocks.

However, multi-image stitching (for surround viewing of the entire area around a vehicle, e.g.)
was not supported in the Mali-C71; Arm said such a function would be implemented elsewhere in
the SoC or broader system.
What do we think?
Arm CPUs were already being used in automotive applications by Nvidia and Qualcomm using
their own ISPs. Arm obviously wanted a bigger slice of the pie. Imagination Technologies
introduced their Raptor ISP four years ago, Vivante introduced their VIP7000 in 2015, and last
year MediaTek introduced their Imagiq ISP with 3D sensing capabilities. So Arm was the last firm
to offer an ISP. The company wasn’t known for being first, but it was known for taking over a
market once it entered it. It did that with its acquisition of Falanx’s GPU (2006) and, no doubt,
hoped history would repeat with this Apical ISP. However, Nvidia and Qualcomm/NXP/Freescale
weren’t going to use it, and between them they represented over 70% of the market; and Intel with
its own ISP had another big hunk of that market, so the automotive opportunities for Arm’s ISP
seemed limited. The largest phone maker, Apple, had its own ISP, and so did Samsung, so there
wasn’t much opportunity for Arm in the smartphone segment either. Hisilion had been the big
customer for Apical and the company’s Assertive Vision IP had found its way into automotive
systems deployed by Alpine and Pioneer. The company was also a niche player in the security
market. Undoubtedly, Arm expected to keep Apical’s business, and our guess was move into
robotics. The company also had its eye on the AR market and was also in a good position to offer
a VPU.
ARM’s Mali-Cetus display processor
ARM’s latest video processor, Mali-V61, was announced a+head of launch.
As greater demand was made on the CPU and GPU in a mobile device, the display processor
could be used to offload those programmable processors to fixed function hardware to ease real
time performance needs and reduce power. The display processor performed multi-layer
composition, orthogonal rotation, high quality up and downscaling, color and gamut management
operations, and dual display mode.
Codenamed Cetus, Arm’s next generation display processor was built from previous display
products: Mali-DP500, Mali-DP550, and Mali-DP650. VR was pushing the boundaries of
graphics processing, especially in a mobile device. Also, because the display sat so much closer to
your eye than in traditional displays, the perceived quality was harder to maintain and therefore
more resolution and feaster speeds were needed. Display processors needed to be able to run 4K ×
2K displays at 60–90 fps. High Dynamic Range (HDR) was also becoming important with video
standards such as HDR10+, HDR10, Hybrid-Log-Gamma, Dolby Vision, etc. And even though it
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screen at a time was needed. Command mode panels, which self-refreshed content to save power,
were also adding to the requirements and demanding more from the display processor.
Arm’s Mali-Cetus supported up to eight separate composition layers for Android-N devices when
driving a single display or up to four layers per display in dual display output mode. This, said
Arm, was facilitated by improvements to both the Layer Processing Units (LPU) and the
Composition Unit.
The main role of the two LPUs in Mali-Cetus was to read the video or graphics layers from the
system buffer and direct them into separate pipelines, before feeding them to the composition unit.
In addition, the memory system could write back the composition result to memory for offline
composition or further processing; as well as for use as a virtual display by transmission over WiFi. The AFBC Decoder Subsystem was built into the LPU and could decompress up to four
display layers per LPU, so eight in total. The Composition Unit was then responsible for the alpha
blending of these layers and management of the data flow to and from the Scaling Subsystem and
Co-Processor Interface (CPI). It then directed the data to the display output.

Figure 33: Arm’s Mali-Cetus manages Android windows and composition. (Source: Arm)

The Composition Unit contained the Scaling Subsystem that was made up of two scaling engines
with 12-bits per component programmable filter coefficients and initial phase image enhancer with
edge detection mechanism. This allowed the system to perform simultaneous scaling before and
after composition. It also enabled scaling efficiency by parallelizing on available scaling engines.
For example, when performing downscaling on a 4K layer, it would do a horizontal split and
perform in parallel on two separate scaling engines. When driving a single display, resource
sharing between the two composition units allowed four scaling operations to be performed in
parallel.
Mali-Cetus supported a new mode known as Side-By-Side (SBS) processing. The SBS feature
split a frame in half and processed each half in parallel whilst only enabling one display output.
One half of the frame was processed by LPU0, CU0, and DU0; and the other half by LPU1, CU1,
and DU1. Basically, this had the effect of halving the ACLK frequency for a given performance
point necessary to target 4K at 90 fps.
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Orthogonal rotation on non-Arm Frame Buffer Compression (AFBC) video YUV layers severely
impacted system performance and used far more power than necessary. The Mali-Cetus removed
the rotation of non-AFBC layers from the real time path to reduce the risk of underrun, which
would result in visible artifacts. The AFBC DMA unit in the display processor read the non-AFBC
layers and converted them to AFBC (conversion from a linear to a block format); and then wrotte
them back to system memory so that the LPU could then pick them up as part of the real time
path. The display architecture featured an MMU cache and a DRAM memory access pattern for
rotated layers.

Figure 34: Arm’s Mali-Cetus AFBC DMA Unit. (Source: Arm)

The Display Output Unit (DOU) was the final stage in the display processor system and performed
a variety of functions prior to sending the image out to the display. It was capable of RGB to RGB
conversion, gamma correction, RGB to YUV conversion, dithering, 4:4:4 to 4:2:2/4:2:0 chroma
down-sampling for HDMI 2.x and eDP/DP, 1:2 display split for dual-link MIPI DSI panels.
The backend subsystem in the DOU was responsible for the display timing control and
synchronization. It output 10 bits per component on the output and also introduced Tearing Effect
input control logic for command mode panels, which supported panel self-refresh. Command
mode panels were important because they could provide significant power saving. Instead of the
application processor sending frames to the panel at 1/60s for 60 fps, the application would wait
for the panel to provide input on when it needed a new frame. The panel self-refreshed the content
that didn’t change instead of relying on the processor to continuously send the frame and generate
the timing in a specific manner. Variable refresh rate were also supported through programming
VFP signal that adjusted the blanking time between frames.
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Figure 35: Display output unit. (Source: Arm)

HDR was the next focus for the industry. Arm said that with their new architecture, they were able
to integrate their Assertive Display with Mali-Cetus using one of its coprocessor interfaces. This
was the first HDR solution from Arm and it supported HDR10 and HLG HDR video, alphablending (composition) of HDR video with SDR layers as well as HDR tone mapping for both
HDR and SDR display panels.

Figure 36: Coprocessor interface and HDR composition. (Source: Arm)

What do we think?
The display processor is a complex beast and we’re going to be hearing about it from ARM, and
its competitors, until Arm’s for a while.

Imagination Technologies
The big news for Imagination in 2017 was Apple’s decision to abandon them and build its own
GPU.
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The Apple of my eye turned black and blue
Imagination Technologies started working with Apple before the iPhone was introduced in June
2007. Samsung was the fab Apple chose to build their first SoC and Samsung already had a
license with Imagination, so it was easy to get into production. Later, Apple got its own GPU
license in November 2008, for the high-performance version of the PowerVR SGX GPU. Then
Apple purchased a 3.6% stake in the company for £3.2 million, to make it difficult for anyone else
to acquire Imagination (Intel used a similar tactic). Apple was Imagination's fourth-largest
shareholder with a stake of just over 8%, according to regulatory filings. Nine years later in April
2017, after several successful releases of iPhones, Apple announced it was ending its business
relations with Imagination Technologies and stopping the use of its graphics technology in its new
products. That sent Imagination’s share price down 70% since Apple accounted for half of the
company's revenue.
Rumors had floated around the industry for the past couple of years that Apple was going to dump
Imagination. They were started, and fueled by Apple hiring a couple of Imagination people, top
notch GPU designers. When asked about it, Imagination said it was the normal exchanges of
personal, and pointed out that Imagination had hired some Apple people. Also, the idea of Apple
incurring the tremendous expense and burden of developing its own GPU, when Imagination was
close to being a captive supplier, just didn’t seem economically, or logistically logical. But Apple
had always marched to the beat of a different drummer, and so predicting its behavior on the basis
of common wisdom was, in general, a mistake. Apple also hired a couple of GPU designers from
Nvidia, and in the past from AMD, so to many people it seemed a matter of when, not if.
Going it alone
Nonetheless, if asked I would have said that it would be nuts for Apple to do that and incur all
those added costs. But it did, and then the sentiment seemed to be that Apple wanted to tighten the
ecosystem even further and reduce the competition's access to content. That looked like a perfect
way to employ a unique GPU. And, given Apple’s software skills (OSx, OpenCL, Mental, etc.),
they would likely abandon OpenGL and Vulkan in favor of their own API. In fact, it had already
happened; it was called Metal J. Apple immediately stopped updating OpenGL, OpenGL ES, and
OpenCL the instant they announced Metal in 2014. That was one of the reasons why Khronos
started working on the 3D Portability API.
Apple giving up Imagination’s R&D contribution seemed shortsighted in one sense given the
competitive nature of the market, and what Qualcomm was doing for Samsung and others,
however, Apple was never that strongly interested in pixel pushing. And, bringing in house its
own GPU capabilities seemed to fit with Apple’s priorities in AR since the company didn’t seem
very interested in games or VR as much as everyone else—and an AR processor will be as much
about vision/AI acceleration as graphics.
More compute, less pixel pushing
GPUs are big. Intel’s integrated GPU uses 60% of the chip’s die, for which Intel (currently)
doesn’t get paid an extra dime. Apple’s A9 GPU (which uses six GPU core) occupies over 50% of
that processor, and as we move to 7 nm, silicon isn’t getting cheaper, just the opposite.
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However, Apple does like the SIMD nature of a GPU and will employ it for the compute engine
used in voice, image, spatial and 3D recognition, and cognition applications. And all of that plays
nicely into AR.
Armless
Apple would continue using ARM for the CPU as they had an architectural licensee, just as
Nvidia, Samsung, and Qualcomm. However, Apple didn’t go for the ARM Mali GPU, even
though it was much less expensive (and in some cases free) which illustrated Apple’s decision was
not based on costs (Imagination would have no doubt made the price whatever Apple asked for).
Collateral damage
AMD also took a brief hit due to the Apple, Imagination breakup. Because Apple used AMD
GPUs in its Mac computer, some Wall Street sharp-shooters speculated Apple could eventually do
the same for GPUs in Macs and potentially cost AMD market share. But that fear didn’t seem to
get much traction.
Epilog
No one likes a good rumor better than the folks who write for Seeking Alpha and the clever boys
and girls on Wall Street who read that stuff. The
latest batch of thinly disguised share pushing
speculations has it that Apple made their
disengagement move because they knew it would
drive down Imagination’s share price, and that
would make it easier for Apple to then acquire
Imagination, which is what they always wanted to
do, as all the smart folks know. Imagination is now
at 39% of its share price prior to Apple
announcement, so if that was Apple’s intention, now
is the time to strike. But Canyon Bridge beat them to
it.

Intel
The run up to the supercomputer conference in November seemed to dominate most of the news
out of Intel, no GPU developments were announced in Q2’17. The company did introduce the
three-chip Visual Compute Accelerator (VCA) quietly in Q4’15. It was equipped with a 3.5 GHz
Xeon E3-1200 v4 series processor with 6 MB cache and Iris Pro Graphics, plus two 3.2 Ghz Xeon
E5-2600 v3 series processors with 30 MB cache. The processors were packaged in a slick looking
PCIe AIB, and the terminology was curiously close to Nvidia’s Visual Computing Appliance
(VCA).

Nvidia
The run up to the supercomputer conference in November seemed to dominate most of the news
out of Nvidia. No GPU developments were announced in Q2’17. Although not a display GPU, the
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company did introduce its Volta GPU-compute processor, with a special tensor-core engine for
computational neural nets.
It doesn't take any clairvoyance to ascertain at least a fair amount of what’s coming down the GPU
product pipeline, as today's GPU products are still driven largely by traditional 3D graphics
markets in workstations and gaming. For those well-understood markets, we know Nvidia
engineers would design in a good bit more of the same stuff than the last generation with a few
more bells and whistles thrown in.
But in recent years, GPUs are extending well beyond traditional 3D graphics, an expansion that’s
anything but happenstance. Rather, it’s the direct effect of a committed, pre-meditated strategy by
CEO Jensen Huang to envision and exploit uses for its GPUs that push well beyond the
company’s established markets. Arguably, 2010’s Fermi kickstarted the foray into HPC and
supercomputing, a journey that’s more recently taken it headlong into the hot and emerging spaces
of machine learning and artificial intelligence.
With Nvidia’s announcement of the Volta generation, the company had been doubling-down on
that foothold in machine-learning. A look under Volta’s hood not only revealed much of the
expected, generation-to-generation enhancements supporting graphics and general-purpose GPU
computing (GPGPU), but it also exposed hardware that illustrated Nvidia’s clear commitment to
both pursue and fuel the exploding interest in AI.
Max-Q
Barrowing on an aerospace term at which aerodynamic stress on a vehicle in atmospheric flight is
maximized, Nvidia released a new packaged version of the GTX1080 for thin and light notebooks.
Thin profile notebooks, initiated by Apple’s Air, and the thin & light concept developed by Intel,
the drive for a powerful notebook computer that could run AAA games has long been a goal. In
2018 we will see such machines, and at reasonable prices.

Qualcomm
The big news for Qualcomm in Q2 was the formal announcement of the always on, always
connected PC that would run a full version (32-bit) of Windows 10 S.

Adjacent developments
In this section are non-specific GPU references that have an impact on GPUs and/or the suppliers
of GPUs.
Nothing significant was announced in Q2’17.

Third quarter 2017
The first part of the third quarter was slow due to vacations, with Siggraph being the major event
in the period. The Hotchips conference often was used to announce or introduce new
semiconductors.
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Apple
After canceling a decade long partnership, Apple decided to build its own GPU. Not much was
known about it, as Apple has been infamous for keeping its technology secret.
The road to GPU control: the challenges of vertical integration
What does it take in technology, and character, to get control?
There are basically two types of organizations in the computer and mobile industry, device makers
who are, to the extent they can be, vertically integrated, and component or IP suppliers that offer
their product or technology across several vertical product types to the device makers.
A successful salesman once told me, “sales is easy, just listen to the customer—he’ll tell you what
he wants to buy.”
Apple had been telling Imagination Technologies for years what Apple wanted to buy, and
Imagination had been delivering the desired designs since 2006. Some people had even suggested
that Apple had been largely responsible for Imagination’s technology development roadmap.
Apple was what Imagination calls a lead partner, which put it in a position to make inputs to
Imagination’s roadmap— a status which had been enjoyed by other customers, including Intel, TI,
Renesas etc., so Apple couldn’t take full credit.
Intel pursued Apple for years and finally Apple told Intel what it wanted to buy. Intel built it, and
in the process created a new low-power and powerful mobile processor (Core/Penryn). Apple also
told Intel what it wanted in an embedded GPU, which resulted in Intel improving its integrated
GPU to the point where Intel dropped Imagination as a GPU IP provider for its Atom processors.
And recently, wanting even more GPU power, Apple allegedly insisted that Intel combine an
AMD GPU in a multi-chip, low-profile part with an Intel x86 processor (which contrary to
popular chatter does not require Intel to get a license from AMD).
Then, in April 2017, Apple announced it would no longer use Imagination’s GPU IP in its iOS
devices, and would instead design its own GPU.
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Apple’s abandonment of Imagination Technologies’ GPU, in favor of an in-house design was
bold, and questionable. Imagination was looking into the possibilities of patent infringement, and
it probably found it.
“Apple has not presented any evidence to
Imagination had said it reserved the right to
sue Apple for unauthorized use of its
confidential information and intellectual
property. Pursuing that course might be tricky
for Imagination, which did not currently had
deep cash reserves.
Imagination might got a small concession
from Apple for its discovery efforts. Apple’s
future GPU is likely to be more like an AMD
GPU, however, and if it is, then AMD too will
feel the goodbye kiss on the cheek—“It’s not
you AMD, it’s me….”

substantiate its assertion that it will no longer
require Imagination’s technology, without
violating Imagination’s patents, intellectual
property and confidential information,”
Imagination said.
“This evidence has been requested by
Imagination but Apple has declined to provide it.
Imagination believes that it would be extremely
challenging to design a brand-new GPU
architecture from basics without infringing its
intellectual property rights. Accordingly,
Imagination does not accept Apple’s assertions.”

As is well known, Apple used the concepts of the classic binding model from OpenGL and applied
it to OpenCL, and in so doing abandoned the Khronos industry standard OpenGL and OpenGL ES
as well as Vulkan API— all of which point of that vertical integration thing. Apple did that for
reasons of control and to discourage portability of iOS-based applications to other platforms,
demonstrating once again the company’s strong desire for control over its product and ecosystem.
Such a move wasn’t illegal but it was anti-competitive by locking developers into its platform, and
forcing the ones who could afford it to support two APIs.
A common API generally needs a common OS, not necessarily, but preferably. Apple has also
established its own OS and spread its kernel across both its Arm processors in iOS and the Intel
processor in its macOS High Sierra (OS X), which must’ve inspired no little envy and motivation
to Microsoft in its efforts to have Win 10 run on Arm. Eventually the two Apple operating systems
will likely merge and when (if) they do, a Mac will still behave like a Mac and iThings will
operate the same, and both platforms will share apps and file compatibility. The main difference
between them now is the UI. Nonetheless, it is another demonstration of the almost maniacal
desire for control of everything in the Apple product sphere.
Since Apple uses AMD AIB’s in the Mac Pro, and discrete GPUs in the Macbook, it makes sense
to use the same type of GPU in its systems that have integrated GPU—one common code set. And
when you can dictate to your suppliers why shouldn’t Apple do that? Intel is trying to get its
modem established in Apple mobile devices by positioning it against Qualcomm. Apple knows
that and so it can get concessions—and just tell Qualcomm, we’re not going to pay you—how’s
that for taking control of your stack? Using a second source to get price concessions from the
primary supplier isn’t new, or evil. Not paying your bills because you don’t like the price of IP is
something different. So, Intel should be careful for it what it wishes, Apple might just say thanks
for the fish and modems, the door’s over there, show yourself out will ya?
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Apple has always operated on the principle of diminishing the supplier’s power; to be the dictator
rather than the dictated, from the assembly line to the IP and all the parts in between. The problem
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with that philosophy is it narrows Apple’s opportunity to innovate at the foundation level (not just
Apple, any company that follow such a philosophy). As clever and rich as Apple is today, it can’t
be the smartest, fastest, or best at everything that goes into a complex always on computer—no
company can. And yet the company is cutting itself off from the opportunity to leverage the
innovation of the industry at large. It has severed ties with Imagination Technologies, Khronos,
and refused to pay Qualcomm for its IP. It uses Arm in name only, and has twisted Intel around
into doing its bidding—Intel! Who gets to tell Intel what to do? And, AMD will be added to the
list. All that, in the name of cutting costs and being vertically integrated, puts Apple in even more
of a bunker mentality, and narrows its options and opportunity at innovation—just at a time when
it is being questioned in the press and by investors about its ability to innovate. What’s wrong with
this picture?
The benefit Apple, or any company gets in dealing with technology suppliers (like Imagination,
Qualcomm, Intel, AMD, and Khronos) is those suppliers respond to the needs of several
customers, markets, and applications. In doing so, they learn of various requirements, spread the
costs, drive innovation, and move the industry forward. Apple is a throwback to the old days when
companies like IBM and Burroughs did everything. Those old big-iron companies did that because
they had to. And having vertically integrated companies that did everything is what trapped the
industry for so long in limited innovation proprietary systems. It was the emergence of the
merchant supplier, the ODM, the common fabs, the fabless IP providers, and the open standards
that propelled many industries (e.g., PC, mobile, as well as TV) forward. Why then, would Apple
turn away from leveraging the innovation of industry-leading technology providers?? To save a
few pennies on GPU IP? Are its margins that threatened by the competition, that it can rationalize
hiring dozens of GPU engineers to save pennies per phone by dumping Imagination, or stonewalling Qualcomm on royalty payments?
By making demands on its suppliers, Apple forces them to invest a lot of resources in meeting
Apple’s requirements. That’s normal, and how things should work—listen to the customer, give
him what he wants to buy. Apple however, uses the technology, then squeezes the suppliers to
make it cheaper, and then at a certain point say it’s not cheap enough, and go make it
themselves—having learned over time from the suppliers how to make it. Apple has been hiring
GPU architects and designers for years now, and several from Imagination. Again, not illegal, and
maybe not unique, but how badly do you want a customer like that?
When small suppliers lose a big customer like Apple, they usually can’t find another large
customer to replace the lost business and as a result struggle to remain solvent, get bought
cheaply, or are forced to diversify. Another “be careful what you wish for”—love to get an order
from a big fish like Apple, and enjoy it until it eats you.
External GPU
At WWDC 2017, Apple officially acknowledged support for external graphics enclosures (also
known as eGPUs), devices that allow you to attach a dedicated graphics card to your computer,
usually through a Thunderbolt 3 port. Even more surprising, Apple is selling an external graphics
enclosure in the form of a developer kit with an AMD Radeon 580.
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AMD
AMD introduced a major upgrade to Radeon Software for gamers and developers they called
Radeon Software Crimson ReLive Edition 17.7.2 and included:
•
•

•
•

Introduction of the Enhanced Sync, a display technology that helped increase gameplay
responsiveness and decrease tearing. It also provided up to 34% lower latency and 92% lower frame
variance when tested with Overwatch.
Significant upgrades to Radeon Chill that interactively regulated framerate and supported close to 40 of
the world’s greatest games and was available for laptops, multi-GPU and Radeon XConnect-capable
systems. Radeon Chill offered extended battery life in the HP Omen by 30% when using Radeon Chill
on the very high settings with the game League of Legends.
Radeon WattMan comprehensive control had also been upgraded with power state controls and
memory under clocking for either increased performance or improved power savings.
Improved game responsiveness by reducing driver overhead which resulted in up to 31% (50 ms)
quicker response time with Tom Clancy’s The Division.

Radeon Software 17.7.2 was packed with even more features for gamers, including Frame Rate Targeting
Control that limited frame rate and saved power with DirectX 12 and multi-GPU support, the reintroduction of
refined color controls with Per-Display Color Controls and Radeon Settings, a redesign of most of the
features found within the Catalyst Control Center.
The newest software upgrades were not exclusive to gamers. Radeon Technologies Group also delivered
incredible new tools and plug-ins for Game Designers, including:
•

Radeon GPU Profiler, the first PC graphics visualization tool which allowed for low-level, built-in
hardware thread tracing, and took the next step in helping PC game developers by enabling support for
modern APIs such as DirectX 12 and Vulkan. PC game developers now had unprecedented, consolelike in-depth access to a GPU and can easily analyze Async Compute usage, event timing, pipeline
stalls, bottlenecks and other performance inefficiencies.
• AMD LiquidVR 360 SDK, which allowed for the first end-to-end GPU-accelerated HEVC 4K-by-4K
VR video playback on VR capable graphics cards. It also supported Immersive Ambisonic Audio.
AMD also announced the Radeon Software Vanguard Beta Tester program, a new channel for selected
participants to work directly with AMD on Radeon Software improvements. Participants, who would be both
gamers and professionals, would be granted early access to Radeon Software and took part in play-testing
prereleased versions and sharing feedback.

Imagination Technologies
PowerVR Series9XE and Series9XM GPUs
Imagination Technologies announced a new generation of PowerVR GPUs that raised the bar on
graphics and compute in cost-sensitive devices, letting SoC vendors achieve a significant boost in
performance with no impact on silicon area versus previous generation GPUs.
With the new PowerVR Series9XE and Series9XM GPUs, SoC vendors and OEMs can minimize
costs and power consumption while ensuring the best possible user experience for gaming and
GUI in devices such as smartphones, automotive infotainment, set-top boxes, and TVs.
Consumers today want exciting graphical applications and technologies in their devices, but they
also often want those devices at the lowest possible cost. The new PowerVR GPUs deliver
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compelling graphical capabilities for even constrained price points, giving SoC developers a
flexible family of GPUs that provides the right level of performance for products to stand out at
any price point.
Series9XE GPUs continue and extend the fill-rate /mm2 leadership of last year’s PowerVR 8XE
series of GPUs to deliver the best possible real-world user experience for GUI, HMI (human
machine interface) and casual gaming on cost-efficient products including DTVs, set-top boxes,
streaming sticks/dongles, automotive infotainment and cluster electronics, and entry-level mobile
and tablet devices. The range has been extended with a new eight pixel/clock (8PPC) core which
is ideal for GUI focused applications requiring support for 4K60.
Series9XM GPUs, with increased compute density (GFLOPS/mm²), the company says that
represent the industry’s best graphics cores for compute and gaming on devices such as premium
gaming set-top boxes, mid-range smartphones and tablets, and automotive infotainment systems,
with the ability to scale to 4K and beyond.
Both new families also benefit from improvements in the memory subsystem, reducing bandwidth
by as much as 25% over previous generations to ensure the increased processing power can be
fully exploited. Other new features common to the 9XE and 9XM families include a new MMU,
allowing a greater address range and standard support for 10-bit YUV across the range, without
impacting area.
PowerVR Series9XE and Series9XM GPUs—a wide range of flexible configurations.
9XE and 9XM GPUs represent the continuing evolution of the PowerVR Rogue architecture to
provide the smallest silicon footprint and power profile. Imagination is initially rolling out several
IP cores in each family, offering multiple ALU and texture performance balance points, coupled to
single and multi-cluster designs. The highly scalable architecture enables easy, efficient generation
of new IP cores to meet specific customer and market demands, with increases in area met by
corresponding increases in fill rate and/or compute performance.
The best performance/mm2
•
•
•
•
•
•

9XE GPUs provide improved gaming performance while maintaining the same fill-rate
density compared to the previous generation.
9XM GPUs use several new and enhanced architectural elements to achieve up to 70%
better performance density than the competition, and up to 50% better than the previous
8XEP generation.
Bandwidth savings of up to 25% over the previous generation GPUs through architectural
enhancements including parameter compression and tile grouping.
Memory system improvements: 36-bit addressing for improved system integration,
improved burst sizes for efficient memory accesses, and enhanced compression
capabilities.
Extremely low power consumption with Imagination’s proven Tile Based Deferred
Rendering (TBDR) technology.
Support for hardware virtualization and Imagination’s OmniShield multi-domain security,
enabling customers to build systems in which applications and operating systems can run
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•
•

independently and reliably on the same platform.
Support for Khronos graphics APIs including OpenGL ES 3.2, and Vulkan 1.0; and
advanced compute and vision APIs such as RenderScript, OpenVX 1.1 and OpenCL 1.2
EP.
Optional support for PVRIC3, the latest PowerVR lossless image compression technology
for optimal system integration efficiency.

The new GPUs are being licensed and evaluated by multiple customers for TVs, set-top boxes,
mid-range mobile devices, ultra-low-cost phones/tablets, and automotive applications.
What do we think?
With its new range of PowerVR GPUs, Imagination is offering what we think is the widest range
of operating points to balance fill-rate, GFLOPS, power and cost for dozens of specific
applications. The continued focus on the performance and fill-rate efficiency will enable this
year’s devices to offer a meaningful boost in performance like never before, the consumers are
going to be thrilled.

Intel
Launched 8th generation Core processors
Intel rolled out its new family of 8th Gen Intel Core desktop processors for gamers, digital content
creators, and overclockers.. The company has introduced the Core i3 8100 and 8350K, Core i5
8400 and 8600K, and the Core i7 8700 and 8700K. Along with the new processors, Intel unveiled
its Z370 chipset-based motherboards, which are required to upgrade to the new processors because
the 8-gen has all new sockets. The processors offer wide range of performance options to
consumers with unlocked ‘K’ processors. Prices start at $117 and go up to $359.
The core count in these new processors has been increased: Core i3 now has 4 cores; Core i5 now
has 6 cores; and the Core i7 has six cores with support for hyper-threading.
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Codenamed Coffee Lake, Intel claims the 8th generation processors are 32% faster and frame rate
is improved up to 25% as compared to previous generation processors; and 65% faster compared
to a 3-year-old PC, when used for advanced content creation. Intel says these processors also
support 4K 360-degree videos and VR.
Intel is touting the flagship core i7-8700K its "best gaming desktop processor ever," and says it
can be overclocked to 4.7 GHz using Intel’s Turbo Boost Technology 2.0. The company claims
gamers can expect up to 25% more frames per second on demanding games like Gears of War.
Meanwhile, Intel has also introduced 7th Gen Core X line of high-end processors, including new
Core i9 chips, offering up to 18-cores and 36-threads. Power-hungry users would want to upgrade
to it; however, price tag of $1999 for the i9-7980XE chip is not for average desktop users.
Those looking for premium performance will likely upgrade to 8th Gen Intel Core desktop
processors. New release offers performance improvements, DDR4 RAM memory technology
support, ability to set an overclocked ratio per core with unlocked processors, etc. But the users of
7th Gen Intel Core processors will have to get Intel's Z370 chipset-based motherboards, if they
wish to upgrade. Intel is not offering backwards compatibility with the 200-series of
motherboards.
The new chips are also designed to handle things like 4K video, VR, 3D, and other recent
innovations on a platform-wide level. The integrated HD 620 graphics built into the last
generation of U Series processors is also getting rebranded to reflect that change in focus as UHD
620 graphics. The new name is largely cosmetic, though, given that the integrated GPU remains
unchanged from the previous model. The improvements in performance are focused on the CPU
instead.

Qualcomm
Qualcomm was an early supporter of Google’s Day Dream reference design, before it was even
announced, and as such Google had early access to Qualcomm’s roadmap. It was good enough for
Google’s ambitions and so the Google heartily endorsed it.
That endorsement was then taken up by HMD builders like HTC, and new companies wanting to
enter the VR market, such as Lenovo. With Samsung (also a Qualcomm user) owning the mobile
VR market with its Gear VR HMD, other companies were looking for an entry point that wouldn’t
cast them as a me-too Gear-style product (which, FYI, we have so identified 60 such companies).
To aid companies who want to enter the market and do some customizing, Qualcomm is offering
its virtual reality development kit (VRDK) reference system as a foundation for consumer
electronics makers to create their own headsets, based on Qualcomm’s 835 Snapdragon. When
developing the first prototype standalone Daydream headsets, Google based their work on the
Qualcomm VRDK, and, subsequently, both HTC and Lenovo’s standalone Daydream headsets
will be built on the same foundation.
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Adjacent developments
In this section are non-specific GPU references that have an impact on GPUs and/or the suppliers
of GPUs.
Multiple displays can increase productivity by 42%
Information workers, designers, and engineers can realize up to a 42% increase in productivity
through the use of multiple displays according to JPR’s latest multi-monitor report.
The 140-page report covers the results of a survey of over 1,000 end users about the use of or
interest in employing multiple displays for the purpose of gaining productivity in their work, or
entertainment. This is the third such survey JPR has conducted, the first in 2002, then again in
2012.
JPR found that the usage of multiple monitors has steadily increased over time, based on survey
data.

Figure 37: Multi-monitor deployment has steadily increased over time.

In all JPR’s surveys, respondents were asked to give us an estimate of actual, or expected
improvement in productivity. In 2002, the average expectation of productivity improvement due to
the use of multiple monitors was 46%. Productivity expectation in 2012 dropped a bit to 42%, and
in our recent 2017 survey it stayed the same at 42% average expected productivity.
“We found that users of multiple monitors have an average expected productivity increase of
42%,” said Dr. Jon Peddie PE, President of Jon Peddie Research.
The report is intended for:
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•
•
•

Product, development and marketing managers of software and hardware vendors and
system integrators
User organizations—information workers, investment analysts, design, engineering and
CAD managers and executives
Research professionals and analysts, as simulation users and as game players

Read this report to understand the current thinking and issues of:
•
•
•

Professional engineers, designers, architects and managers who are using multiple displays
Managers making ROI decisions on capital equipment vs productivity
IT support groups dealing with interface standards, OS, and display drivers.

Multiple displays give users a resolution multiplier: users simply cannot get the same resolution
on one big screen as with two displays or more. Two monitors are often less than the price of one
large one and provide more resolution.
Having one of the monitors in portrait mode adds to productivity by eliminating the need to scroll.
Unlike the previous surveys, the respondents today know their computers are capable of
supporting multiple displays.
The more you can see, the more you can do. Jon Peddie, 1998
Our studies have found that in some cases productivity can be increased by 50% or more with
multiple monitors. Realism and the details revealed with more display area not only improve
understanding in a visualization, but increase enjoyment. It’s tiresome to have a constrained view
of the world; it’s like looking at the world through a tube or a pair of binoculars.
About the JPR Multi-Monitor Report

Now in its fifteenth year, JPR’s Multi Report has established itself as the essential reference guide
for hardware and software vendors and suppliers serving the information, investing, and
professional graphics markets.
For information about purchasing the JPR Multi-monitor Report, please call 415- 435-9368 or
visit Jon Peddie Research at http://www.jonpeddie.com.
To MXM or not MXM, is that the question?
Nvidia introduced the MXM specification in early 2004, and ATI introduced its Axiom shortly
thereafter. Over time MXM won out and became the laptop (and industrial) standard. Today it is
employed in mobile workstations, and all-in-ones, as well as blade workstations.
Now Nvidia says, the only product that will be available in the current configuration for Quadro
will have to be a fixed configuration purchased from PNY.
We don’t believe it’s true for GeForce. So there really isn’t any option other than having it down
on the mobo.
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Other OEMs, and they have expressed a great deal of displeasure with this approach, some were
granted the ability to work with some mobile OEM partners to come up with solutions that would
still allow them to use mobile Quadro cards. Those OEMs (which may include you) are engaged
in discussions now..
The issue is the firmware for the Quardo GPU. Nvidia will no longer offer that, which will impact
monitor controls and other features. It will be possible to get a third-party version of the firmware,
but Nvidia may trick it out in the certified drivers.
Some people suggested it looked like an attempt to force users to buy new machines more
frequently by blocking upgrade capability. However, it adds cost to you and other OEMs in that
you now have to have several motherboards rather than just one or two and option them out with
CPU and GPU.
MXM in its original form is likely going away, but some OEMs are still working toward modular
solutions where they can. There is a company in Canada, Eurocom that makes a MXM board.
AMD offered Radeon ProRender for Blender and Solidworks
Was this exciting news?
AMD announced its free ray tracing engine ProRender will run within Blender, as well as Maya,
3ds Max, and SolidWorks. AMD said ProRender used a physically-based workflow, which
allowed multiple materials to be expressed in a single, lighting-independent shader, making it easy
to color objects and have them usable in any sensible environment.

The key features of the ray tracer were:
•
•
•

Fast, free, and accurate—it was designed to be physically accurate, lightning fast and easy
to use.
Hardware agnostic—if your computer could run OpenCL 1.2, it could run Radeon
ProRender.
Fully integrated—for use with Blender 2.78 and higher on both Microsoft Windows and
Linux.
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•
•
•
•
•

Viewport Integration meant you could work with Radeon ProRender interactively, so you
could see your changes as you made them.
Multiple camera views—Blender camera presets, depth of field, and object motion blur.
VR creation support with photosphere and stereoscopic VR camera views.
Emissive and photometric lighting, as well as image based lighting from HDRI
environments, let you blend a scene in with its surroundings.
Physically based materials and lighting allow you to make true design decisions with
global illumination and caustics, while also supporting displacement and volumetrics.

It came with its own material library optimized for use with the Radeon ProRender Blender plugin, providing an easy starting and reference point for your own shaders.
Integrated materials were simple to use and editable in Blender.
Although advertised as hardware agnostic, presumably it ran best on the new AMD Vega Frontier
AIB, and if it didn’t, then it was just one of the many, many, ray tracers available. (Nvidia
reported their tests showed ProRender ran 2× faster on equivalent NV AIBs than AMD AIBs).
Blender had its own, Cycles. There were several ray tracing programs for Solidworks such as
PhotoWorks (using Modo's renderer from Luxology), RayViz and TracePro from Lambda, FRED
form Photon Engineering, Light Tools from Synopsis. Autodesk too had a stable of ray tracers
including its realtime in product “Raytracer” (how’s that for a clever product name), plus thirdparty solutions (including V-Ray from Chaos Group, Octane from OTOY, and many others). But
Autodesk’s offerings didn’t end with "Raytracer. In 2013, Autodesk acquired PI-VR, a German
software developer with a sophisticated realtime rendering engine called VRED that also had a ray
tracing mode. The company also acquired (in 2009) German-based Numenus NURBS rendering
technology that's now in VRED, and most recently the company acquired the popular Arnold ray
tracer developed by Solid Angle. And least we forget, Intel offered a robust set of CPU-based ray
tracing kernels in Embree.
AMD’s Radeon ProRender was a physically-based rendering engine that was built on Radeon
Rays technology which AMD said was a scalable ray tracing engine that used open industry
standards to harness GPU and CPU performance for swift, impressive results.
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AMD had been offering a ProRender Plug-in for Blender 2.78 and higher for both Microsoft
Windows and Linux, and claimed one could use its existing lights, materials, and textures;it also
came with a library of materials to get you started.
The biggest improvements would be improved viewport rendering performance so one could work
with Radeon ProRender in realtime and have the ability to assign rendering resources to the GPU
and CPU simultaneously. In addition, Radeon ProRender for 3ds Max, Maya, and Blender then
supported X-Rite’s Appearance Exchange Format (AxF), a vendor-neutral scanned material
format. AxF was positioned as a way to digitally store and share a material’s appearance across
PLM, CAD, and rendering applications.
What do we think?
Well, as most of you know, I’ve never met a ray tracer I didn’t like. Some people suggested
Radeon ProRender puts competitive pressure on Nvidia Iray, which was only accelerated on
Nvidia hardware. Radeon Rays (what powers ProRender) was a direct competitor to Nvidia’s free
ray tracing framework, OptiX. Pro Render might also be seen as competing with V-Ray from an
OpenCL GPU acceleration of ray tracing point of view (no pun). Nvidia said V-Ray was the only
real renderer that supported OpenCL.
In our ray tracing report, we have identified 81 suppliers of ray tracing software, and estimate the
market to have a TAM of $480 million.
However, the most critical part of ray tracing is the materials library, and one of the reasons there
are so many ray tracing programs—they all have their own libraries. Many of the ray tracing
engines support material library interchange, and Nvidia is one of the leaders in that effort with
their materials definition language (MDL). Open has always beaten closed and proprietary—
eventually, and so AMD and AxF have history on their side. But part of the secret sauce in many
rendered images is the proprietary materials library, and companies participating in the highly
competitive rendering market/industry aren’t going to give up, or open up, those libraries easily,
especially the movie studios. Material/Shader definitions are traditionally tied to the rendering
algorithm, so what works for V-Ray isn't going to work for Arnold, etc. No one makes the
proprietary on purpose—it's just a natural consequence. Same goes for game engines and raster
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shaders. MDL is the first example of a generic description—but even it requires the renderer to be
physically based.

Fourth quarter 2017
The fourth quarter is when companies try to stir up interest and enthusiasm for their products to
get the consumers to buy them for holiday gifts.

AMD
AMD APUs roll out
Pretty good parts, need a name.
Raven Ridge is AMD's new generation of mobile APUs, but that’s an internal code name. The
preferred nomenclature (by AMD) is “AMD Ryzen 7 2700U Processor with Radeon Vega
Graphics.” AMD wants to highlight the Vega graphics as a discrete graphics alternative. We,
however, expect abbreviated forms to be used, and would have been happy with Raven Ridge.

Figure 38: AMD’s Ryzen 7 2700U with 4 cores, 8 threads, 10 CUs running at 2.2 GHz, with boost up to
3.8 GHz. (Source: AMD)

Marrying an x86 processor with a GPU in the same die is far from an easy task. Which is why
only clever heterogenous-design-capable companies like AMD and Intel can do it. Managing
variables such as power management, memory communications, I/O, and performance-tuning is
mind-boggling.
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Figure 39: Ryzen processor with Radeon graphics, Zen meets Vega.

In the die photo of the Rzyen Processor on this page, the dense red Ryzen CPU portion of the chip
can be seen to the left, and the GPU (in blue) to the right. The die area for Ryzen Mobile is 210
mm2. The Raven Ridge SoC package itself is only 1.38 mm thick, down from 1.82 mm for similar
chips from the Bristol Ridge generation of APUs.
Both the Ryzen 7 2700U and Ryzen 5 2500U feature 4 cores with 8 threads attached to Vega GPU
cores through an Infinity Fabric interface. Thermal Design Power (TDP) is configurable and
allows for a range of 9 W to 25 W with 15 W being considered the nominal TDP.
As part of AMD's SenseMI technology, in the Zen architecture, AMD's Extended Frequency
Range (XFR) technology will be used in the Ryzen APUs as mobile XFR. Precision Boost 2
dynamically adjusts clock speeds in 25 MHz increments assuming the power consumption and
temperatures are in check. Unlike other Ryzen CPUs, each of these Raven Ridge APUs have only
one Core Complex (CCX).
Implementing only a single CCX is an important step in reducing power consumption enough to
run at lower temperatures and fit Ryzen into slim devices. For devices that have upgraded cooling
capabilities, AMD will provide certification for extended frequency ranges. Devices that can pass
AMD's Ultimate XFR Performance certification, Precision Boost 2 will be more aggressive in
raising both CPU and GPU clock speeds.
However, although AMD says the feature is always active, the company also points out that XFR
will only be available in premium notebooks with great cooling solutions. Thin and light from HP,
Lenovo, and Acer, and more are coming.
The Ryzen 5 2500U is differentiated from the 2700U with 8 graphics compute units whereas the
2700U has 10. The 5 2500U also has a lower GPU clock at 1100 MHz instead of 1300 MHz in the
2700U. Both APUs feature 2 MB of L2 and 4 MB of L3 cache. Up to 2400 MHz DDR4 RAM is
supported in a dual channel configuration, although some OEMs may resort to running only a
single channel.
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A comparison of the two devices is shown in the following table.
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Table 4: AMD’s Ryzen APU family.

On the FireStrike benchmark that AMD ran in their lab, an AMD 5 2500U obtained 2056
compared to an Intel i5 7200U which reached 940, 219% higher. The AMD 7 7200U reached
2544 on Firestrike, and an Intel i7 7200U got 932 (273% better) while an Intel i7 8550U obtained
an 878 score (290% better).
What do we think?
Intel has and continues to beat AMD on single-thread benchmarks, and that may help Intel with
old legacy software that resides in slow to update government and lethargic large organizations,
where Intel has always done well. Those same folks don’t much care about graphics and that’s
why Intel has been able to get away with mediocre graphics. Also, Intel hasn’t found a way to
charge for the GPU that eats up 60% of the chip’s die area, so the company isn’t going to invest
any more in that area.
AMD’s advantage is that it does very well on the more modern multi-threaded apps, and has a
GPU that is heads and shoulders above Intel’s. Whether or not they get paid for that is not clear.
And, AMD has and continues to underprice their parts relative to Intel, which drives down their
margin and starves their R&D and marketing budget. Even their CFO has said, “If your parts are
so good, why isn’t your margin higher?”
So, AMD shows off their architecture, which is world class, and brags about their performance
and power advantage, and then prices their parts as if they are second rate. Hard to figure out that
logic.

Imagination Technologies
Q3 was a big change for Imagination Technologies. The company was split up and sold off to two
VC organizations. The company also introduced a new family of GPUs and announced some
interesting design wins in adjacent market segments.
Imagination breakup and sale
UK tech leader took Chinese lessons.
Imagination Technologies Group had agreed to be acquired by China-backed private equity firm
Canyon Bridge Capital Partners.
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Canyon Bridge said it would pay 182 pence a share in cash, or more than 550 million pounds
($740 million), for the U.K. designer of graphics chips. That was 42% more than Imagination’s
closing share price then.
As part of the deal, Imagination sold its U.S.-based embedded processor unit MIPS to Tallwood
MIPS, a company indirectly owned by California-based investment firm Tallwood Venture
Capital, Canyon Bridge said.
Canyon Bridge said they were keen to structure a bid that would avoid scrutiny from U.S.
regulators, Bloomberg reported earlier this month. Earlier in September, Trump rejected a
takeover by Canyon Bridge of Lattice Semiconductor, just the fourth time in a quarter century that
a U.S. president had ordered a foreign sale of an American firm stopped for security reasons.
“We are investing in U.K. talent and expertise in order to accelerate the expansion of Imagination,
particularly into Asia," Ray Bingham, partner at Canyon Bridge, said about the deal.
Imagination said they didn’t expect any issues. The UK or US government had been kept in the
loop and seem ok with things. PowerVR and Ensigma which were being bought by Canyon
Bridge weren’t really on anyone’s radar as security risks, and while MIPS might be in some
sensitive places, it was staying as it was, independent and US owned (by Tallwood MIPS).
Imagination acquired it in 2013 for $100 million in an attempt to compete with Arm as a total SoC
IP supplier
The potential buy-out marked the end of a troubled year for Imagination, once a star of the U.K.
tech industry and still the 3rd largest semiconductor IP vendor. The company said in June that it
was initiating a formal sale process after Apple, which accounted for almost half of its revenues,
said it would no longer use Imagination’s technology. That triggered a stock slump of more than
50%.
Apple had invested heavily in developing its own semiconductor technology in recent years, with
a particular emphasis on GPUs, which was Imagination’s core competency. The iPhone 8, released
this year, used what Apple described as an Apple-designed GPU for the first time, although
Apple’s developer pages suggest this was still a PowerVR device using proprietary PowerVR
features such as PVRTC texture compression.
As part of its push, Apple hired several engineers from Imagination, including Chief Operating
Officer John Metcalfe, and opened a research and development office close to the British
company’s headquarters.
Canyon Bridge managed about $1.5 billion, according to their statement. That money had been
committed by Canyon Bridge’s initial anchor limited partner, Yitai Capital, a Hong Kong-based
investment company that could be traced back to a Chinese state-owned enterprise.
Imagination’s potential new owners said they had no plans to make any changes to its staffing, and
would maintain the U.K. headquarters.
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Who’s GPU?
In a story about the i8 introduction, it was alleged that the new iPhone had an Apple designed
GPU.
"It's not just Lego pieces stacked together," said Schiller, "the team designed [The A11 Bionic
components] to work together."
However, Imagination had a slightly different opinion:
We were keeping the position under review as the products were only just announced, but we
expected that Apple products being released this year would be based on Imagination technology
and therefore subject to royalties. Features such as PVRTC and tile-based deferred rendering
indicated the heritage of the GPU in these devices was still PowerVR’s Rogue architecture, even if
Apple had internalized some elements of the design. Apple had not given us any reason to believe
these products were not based on our licensed technology.
What do we think?
Contrary to popular opinion, and even a slightly misleading comment by an Apple exec at the
launch of the iPhone 8X, the GPU in the 8/X was using PowerVR Rogue architecture with a
redesigned ALU, and as such represented royalty revenue to Imagination. Apple will likely
continue to move towards an “Apple GPU,” not making a clean break but rather making staggered
changes—until they get there, and probably even afterwards, money flows to Imagination.
Ironically, a number of the differentiations Apple claimed for their Metal API, were derived from
Power VR architecture. It’s still difficult to understand why Apple chose to go their own way. The
royalty payment they made was a heck of a lot less than the costs of GPU team.
Apple described their new GPU as having tile-based deferred rendering (TBDR) to optimize
performance and power efficiency. Difficult to see how they would avoid IMG patents on that.
Private equity firms buying publicly held companies and taking them private has had poor to at
best mixed results in the past (Dell being one of the notable exceptions). Typically, the investors
break up the company, sell the bits, stop investing and just milk the profits for as long as they can
without regard for the technology, customers, or employees—property is property. Imagination
points out that this is an equity sale that leaves the company debt free—which is a possible sign at
least that Canyon Bridge maybe an exception to the rule.
Imagination Technologies has a proud, and noteworthy history, but is in a segment that requires
constant investment and R&D. You can start your stop-watches now and stop them when not the
next new GPU is announced (because that’s already in the pipeline), but the one after that.
Imagination, like other semi and IP companies has been on the same general cadence as the
fabrication nodes. Seven nanometer is coming, will there be a IMG 7 nm GPU in the market in
2020–2022? If yes, then Canyon Bridge has lived up to its promise, if not, well just put
Imagination in the same bucket as NXP, Sony Semi, and many others.
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Intel
Intel had some major announcements in Q4’17 concerning GPUs. The company has taken a new
tact on its approach to GPUs.
Intel and AMD collaborate on technology
Intel and AMD collaborated on a new CPU–GPU multichip for high-end notebooks and small
form-factor desktop using AMD’s CPUs. And, somewhere along the way, former RTG chief Raja
Koduri, signed on with Intel.
There had been plenty of rumors going around about Intel’s plan to use AMD’s GPUs. Kyle
Bennett of Hard/OCP apparently caught wind of it back in July 2016 (or he was just making up
crazy stuff and got lucky), Fudo Abazovic followed up on his site Fudzilla in May 2017 and also
said there was a deal in place.
Then it was official. Intel was buying custom chips from AMD. It was more of a straight business
deal than we might had supposed in our more paranoid moods. There was no exchange of IP. Intel
would source the memory separately. Intel went with AMD because they liked how AMD
integrated HBM2 into the Radeon architecture, and admired AMD’s custom experience.
Maybe that was not all they admired because there was an unexpected exchange of human capital
announced after the Intel and AMD’s collaboration was announced. AMD’s chief of graphics,
head of the Radeon Technology Group, Raja Koduri announced his plans to leave the company.
As far as anyone knew, Raja was going to stay on in India as he had been talking about for several
months. But, immediately after that announcement and before any of us could even finish report
on the Intel deal and Raja’s departure, the guy turned up at Intel.
We didn’t see that coming and we didn’t think anyone else did. But, we would say that people just
didn’t walk into Intel and got a job the same day, so there had to be at least a couple of weeks
when everyone was negotiating and being vewy vewy quiet.
Back to the start. Intel would be buying chips from AMD and then using Intel’s manufacturing
talents to marry an AMD semi-custom GPU, with high band width memory (HBM2), and Intel’s
8th gen H-series CPU into a super-thin package enabling OEMs to build a thin and light enthusiast
notebook, not 26 mm thick as they are today but closer to 15 to 16 mm like a mainstream thin and
light notebook. The new product would help create a new segment: thin and light form machines
for enthusiast and content creation customers.
Intel was employing an Embedded Multi-Die Interconnect Bridge (EMIB) that was impeded
within the package to allow the GPU and memory to talk with each other. That had enabled the
disparate devices (HBM2, CPU, GPU) to talk to each other as fast as an electron could move
down a wire, but that’s only part of the equation.
EMIB is an interconnect of heterogeneous chips. The industry refers to this application as 2.5D
package integration. Instead of using a large silicon interposer typically found in other 2.5D
approaches, EMIB uses a very small bridge die, with multiple routing layers. Intel has been able to
embed the bridge die using their substrate fabrication process.
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Figure 40: Intel’s embedded multi-die interconnect bridge uses multiple routing layer to reduce z-height.
(Source: Intel)

When you run a high-performance machine, you’ve got to be careful about how it uses power.
You don’t want a $1,000 chip melting or turning itself off because it runs too hot. Intel has that
covered by spreading their dynamic power management software throughout the multi-chip.
By welding together these powerful components, Intel is saving 1900 mm2 (~ 3-inch square) of
system board space, which makes cooling better, and allows for a larger battery.
The power sharing framework is a new connection between the processor, discrete graphics chip
and dedicated graphics memory made by Intel. They’ve also added unique software drivers and
interfaces to this semi-custom discrete GPU that coordinates information among all three elements
of the platform. Not only does it help manage temperature, power delivery and performance state
in realtime, it also enables system designers to adjust the ratio of power sharing between the
processor and graphics based on workloads and usages, like performance gaming. Balancing
power between our high-performing processor and the graphics subsystem is critical to achieve
great performance across both processors as systems get thinner.
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Figure 41: Intel introduces a new product in the 8th Gen Intel Core processor family that combines
high-performance CPU with discrete graphics for a thin, sleek design. (Source: Intel)

Intel will formally announce and name this new part in Q1’18, and begin shipping later in 2018.
This is a major turning point in the industry, and I think a proud moment for Intel. The company
has done a tremendous job with the HD series on integrated GPUs, but you simply can’t get
enthusiast-class performance with a shared, narrow bus-width memory, and Intel knows that as
well as anyone. However, you can’t jam a 250 W PCIe AIB into a thin and light notebook either.
So Intel did what they are so good at, making an engineering decision and exploiting their
strengths, and have come up with what looks like will be a killer product for the high-end
enthusiast market.
You can read more about it here.
Back to the gossipy stuff
So why would Intel give an edge to a competitor like AMD. There are several reasons, the first
being, as we said, an admiration for AMD’s custom chip strategy. If you can’t beat them, give
them exactly what they want. It’s possible that Intel was bending to the will of one very important
customer, Apple. Apple maybe have been pushing for a thinner lighter sleeker Air, and Intel’s
integrated chips just couldn’t skinny under the power bar that kind of design would require.
All of which brings up part two of a conspiracy theory. Why would Raja Koduri jump ship to the
other side. Yes, money, of course money, but also because Intel could offer Koduri a chance to
push graphics further and maybe even raise his own profile. If the Apple theory is correct, Raja
has experience all along the way, he did a stint at Apple and he has mentioned that he left because
he felt constrained within the company’s rigid and secret corporate culture. By all accounts he was
happy at AMD but stressed as his team raced to meet deadlines and sometimes just barely. It could
be, and this is where we’ve crawled way out to where the ice is thin, that he enjoyed his working
relationship with Intel and was stimulated by possible new development directions.
Let’s also say this. AMD’s Drew Prairie reminds us that Koduri, just like any key employee is
bound by post-employment confidentiality and non-solicitation agreements. Furthermore, he adds,
“AMD fully anticipates that any well-represented and well-advised company would not seek to
taint their own intellectual property by attempting to use or access AMD’s confidential
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information or IP. The industry is well aware that AMD has industry-leading graphics IP and, if
necessary, we will vigorously defend it.”

Nvidia
Nvidia unveiled new projects at the GPU Technology Conference.
The Holodeck gives CAD professionals a new VR workspace while TensorRT 3 and Pegasus aims
to help accelerate practical AI implementation
Nvida CEO Jen Hsun Huang revealed a number of the company’s upcoming projects at the GPU
Technology Conference in Munich in October. This included the Nvidia Holodeck, a virtual
reality design space and CAD editor, as well as the TensorRT 3 library, and the Pegasus
autonomous driving computer.
While Nvidia’s Holodeck was first revealed back in May of this year, more details on the VR
collaboration platform were forthcoming. Currently compatible with Autodesk 3ds Max and
Maya, the Holodeck would give artists and designers the ability to edit their models in 360 degree,
full fidelity VR.
Holodeck renders ran at 90 frames per second for optimum responsiveness and were rendered
“photo-realistically,” or however well your GPU could keep up. On that side note, the Holodeck
early access spec sheet stated that either a Quadro P6000, Geforce GTX 1080 Ti, or the monster
Titan Xp GPU would be required to run Holodeck.
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Figure 42: Nvidia’s Holodeck promises fully immersive VR collaboration in the workplace. (Source:
Nvidia)

The Holodeck system was built using an upgraded version of the Unreal Engine 4 by Epic Games,
and made use of Nvidia GameWorks, VRWorks, and DesignWorks to deliver realistic physics
simulations.
In addition to offering high fidelity visual renders, the Holodeck also sported haptic feedback,
which meant that touching an object will trigger a physical response. Nvidia explained it as a
“physically stimulated interaction with your model.” though without hands-on testing it was hard
to say how well this would work with VR controllers.
Holodeck was aimed at improving the ease of collaboration by providing a VR workspace geared
up for CAD and AEC professionals. Exporting and rendering a working, photorealistic model of
your design in VR allowed for more detailed presentation, collaboration, and editing of a project.
Models could be rotated and particular parts of models could be taken apart and examined in
excruciating virtual detail.
While the Holodeck was likely to be primarily used by product designers and architects, Nvidia
pointed out that it could also be used by VR media enthusiasts for 360 degree content
consumption. Since Holodeck allowed multiple individuals to share a virtual space, it was also
easy to see the future potential for these technologies in the gaming industry, though current
hardware limitations meant that was probably still a few years off.
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Nvidia has been currently offering an early access program for Holodeck, but it remained to be
seen when a full version would arrive. Nvidia’s Holodeck joined WorldViz’s Vizible as one of the
premier VR collaboration platforms.
In addition to Holodeck, CEO Jen Hsun Huang demonstrated how the TensorRT 3 library could
speed up inference in neural networks. Inference was when a neural network made a prediction
based on a specific input (it infered the solution based on the input). For a basic example, an
autonomous vehicle might need to decide how to react optimally in an unexpected situation. The
ability to do that successfully and rapidly was what inference in a neural network referred to.
The TensorRT 3 library helped optimize the inference of neural networks working on several
Nvidia devices, including the Tesla V100, Jetson, Drive PX2, and Tesla P4. The TensorRT 3
library traced paths through a neural network in order to find the most important paths in a model,
as well as identifying paths that could be removed. It could run inference on 5700 images per
second, as Nvidia demonstrated on a deep neural network used for image recognition.

Figure 43: The Pegasus AI computer is roughly the size of a license plate and can be installed in a
vehicle to equip it for autonomous driving. (Source: Nvidia)

Last but not least the company also announced new efforts in the autonomous vehicle industry
with their Drive platform (not to be confused with Google Drive). The Nvidai Drive platform
currently includes the Drive OS, Drive PX computer, and the Driveworks SDK with autonomous
vehicle algorithms, allowing for the more affordable development of autonomous vehicle systems.
On the same front the Pegasus was also announced, a “supercomputer” designed for the
production and deployment of autonomous taxis. Sporting a 320 Teraflop processor and embedded
Nvidia Volta GPUs, the Pegasus is essentially an AI computer devoted to the art of driving.
Approximately the size of a license plate, the Pegasus is discrete enough to be built into almost
any vehicle, and reportedly uses only 500 watts of power. The system is slated to be available to
Nvidia partners during the second half of 2018.

Qualcomm
In addition to the always on, always-connected PC, Qualcomm announced its next generation SoC
with this next generation GPU.
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Snapdragon 845
10 nm plus architectural improvements pack more performance in smaller package using less
power
Rumored since mid-year, Qualcomm has taken some of the wraps off its new flagship SoC, the
Snapdragon 845, and although it won’t actually be available in phones till second half 2018, it will
definitely be worth waiting for.

Figure 44: Stylized Sanpdragon 845 block diagram.

The 845 is more than an upgrade or just a node-bump, Qualcomm has re-architected three major
components— all three of which contribute to AI and connected PCs. The biggest advance is its
support for an Ultra HD Premium video standard that will make 845 handsets “as good if not
better than the best TVs (it’s reasonable to expect derivatives of the chip will power future TVs).
A quick comparison to the 835 shows some of the changes and improvements.
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Table 5: Comparison of Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 835 to Snapdragon 845.

Qualcomm hasn’t released any details about the GPU or DSP, and only a few about the CPU and
ISP.
The company says they have redesigned the GPU, ISP, and parts of the DSP to support
convolutional neural network (CNN) AI inferencing.
Kryo 385 CPU
The 845 SoC’s CPU, Kryo 385, was Qualcomm’s first CPU to employ Arm's DynamiQ CPU
cluster organization, which enabled the CPU cores within the SoC to be hosted within the same
cluster and cache hierarchy, as opposed to having separate discrete clusters with no shared cache
between them. It was done with coherency (instead of over an interconnect such as Arm's CCI).
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Figure 45: Qualcomm’s Kryo 385 CPU. (Source: Qualcomm)

The Kryo 385 gold/performance cluster ran at up to 2.8 GHz, which was a 14% frequency increase
over the 2.45 GHz of the Snapdragon 835's CPU core.
The new SoC included a fabric-like 3MB system cache with multiple ports and (dynamic)
coherency when needed. It served all SoC blocks, and helped reduce external memory transactions
(which also reduced power to the memory controllers and DRAM).

Figure 46: Snapdragon 845’s system cache. (Source: Qualcomm)
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Qualcomm claimed it was able to reduce memory access bandwidth by up to 40–75% using the
system cache.
Adreno 630 GPU
Qualcomm had incorporated several new and powerful features and functions in its new Adreno
630 integrated GPU.
The GPU performance had been increased 30% and its power-efficiency increased 30%, said the
company. It had been upgraded (from the Adreno 530) for VR now could drive dual-2400 ×
2400p, 120 Hz displays.

Figure 47: Qualcomm’s Sanpdragon Adreno 630 fully supports Rec.2020 HDR. (Source: Qualcomm)

The 845 introduced HDR capture and display capability with support for 10-bit, Rec.2020 HDR10
color depth, gamut, and luminance.
Fovea rendering had also been added which employed the DSP, ISP, CPU, and GPU to
accomplish a graphics rendering technique which used an eye tracker integrated with a virtual
reality headset to reduce the rendering workload by limiting the image quality in the peripheral
vision (outside of the zone gazed by the fovea).
Some OEMs used vignetting features to minimize motion sickness for VR by limiting field of
view in different ways, however, Qualcomm’s goal for Adreno foveation was not necessarily to
minimize motion sickness—for that, they improved motion to photon latency. Instead,
Qualcomm’s foveated rendering was intended to maximize visual quality (focusing max LOD on
the fovea), while also minimizing power consumption, and freeing up GPU/CPU/DDR cycles too.
Adreno foveation consisted of multiple technology advancements for multi-view, tile-based
foveation with eye-tracking and fine grain preemption.
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Snapdragon 845 offered Adreno foveation which would accurately identify where the user was
looking and would render objects with progressively less detail outside the fovea region and then
rendered objects within the fovea’s field of view with much greater detail.
Adreno Foveation consisted of multiple technology advancements:
•
•
•

Multi-view rendering
Tile-based foveation
Fine grain preemption

Multiview rendering was a new way of doing stereoscopic rendering that boosted performance and
reduced power consumption. Multi-view also freed up CPU cycles, GPU cycles, and DRAM
bandwidth. Rather than each eye buffer being rendered independently as was done with
conventional rendering, with multi-view, objects were first rendered by Snapdragon 845 to the left
eye buffer, and then duplicated to the right buffer automatically, with appropriate modifications
for position and view-dependent variables like reflections.
Tile-based foveation tracked where the user’s eyes were looking within scene being viewed in the
headset. Through tile-based foveation, the scene being viewed was conceptually broken up into
tiles for processing. The level of detail would be greater in the tiles where the user was looking
and the detail fell off as you got further away from the fovea.
Fine grain preemption was a means of efficiently interrupting a process that was currently
executing, to initiate a higher priority process with minimal delay. It also efficiently resumed with
the previous process once the interrupting process had finished. This provided much better results,
particularly with realtime, latency-critical XR applications.
The 630 had fine-grained preemption added that would allow state storing and interruption
capabilities for GPU-compute operations.
Spectra 280 ISP
The ISPs have been improved and consist of dual, 14-bit that can be configured as 1× 32MP or 2×
16MP. It has advanced active depth sensing capabilities that when used with structured light can
make a 3D model out of anything it sees (including your hands). Qualcomm says they are working
with Magic Leap on hand-tracking for XR systems. The 3D depth-sensing will also be used for
facial recognition security log-in functions by various OEM/ODMs. Qualcomm says the system
can measure 4 Mpixels-per-eye, at 120 fps.
There is also a software Bokeh blur capability, plus multi frame noise reduction (MFNR), and
Rec.2020 HDR10 HEVC wide gamut recording.
Capturing photons and extracting depth to obtain the necessary segmentation for bokeh, is a
heterogenous task that uses the SDM845’s ISP, DSP, and CPUs—not just on CPU/DSP, but rather
uses all of them: ISP + DSP (including the DSP’s vector processors that Qualcomm calls “HVX”)
+ CPU. In the case of “Deep Portrait,” Qualcomm also runs a convolutional neural network so that
depth can be evaluated from a single passive camera.
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AI
Qualcomm believes, as do a lot of others, that every device that computes will employ AI. As a
result, the entire 845 has been re-architected to support localized inferencing AI capabilities and
CNNs. New instructions have been added to the DSP, GPU, and CPU. A system-wide 3MB cache
has been added, new functions have been put into the Hexagon 685 DSP, as well as the Spectra
280 ISP, and Adreno 630, creating in effect a VPU (visual processing unit). Qualcomm added and
enhanced various blocks in support of 8-bit integer and 16- and 32-bit floating point math,
claiming a net 300% boost for AI jobs of linear algebra underlying neural nets.
“There’s a lot of buzz about dedicated hardware for neural nets and down the road there may be a
need for it, but dedicated hardware requires a choice and if it isn’t correct you have wasted
silicon,” said Gary Brotman, product manager for machine learning at Qualcomm. “AI is moving
from the cloud to the edge,” he added.
Still evolving and immature AI software makes the DSP “the right solution,” he said, suggesting
AI blocks described in the latest Apple and Google smartphones are re-branded DSP or GPU
units. Qualcomm’s neural net group was formed late last year.
One of the functions that is being developed is depth-sensing using a CNN run on the DSP, and
using only a single sensor.
Fabulous fab
The Snapdragon 845 is manufactured in Samsung’s second generation 10LPP process (the
Snapdragon 835 was manufactured on 10LPE). Samsung claims the new process will deliver
performance increases of up to 10% at the same power levels, or reduced power consumption of
up to 15% at the same performance. Samsung recently announced mass production for 10LPP has
begun, so Qualcomm shouldn’t have any difficulty meeting OEM/ODM demands.
What do we think and final thoughts
Qualcomm dominates premium smartphone market and only Apple isn’t a user of their SoCs;
even Huawei and Samsung who have their own in-house chip use Qualcomm. Meanwhile its
closest rival among merchant suppliers, Mediatek, has been trying to play catch up with its last
two parts.
In the case of extended/augmented/virtual reality, there may be debate about how fast it will take
off, but there is no debate that it will take off, and in the case of AR, it will cause a paradigm shift
in our lives and those of our children—our kids will grow up not knowing a world without AR.
Ironically, it was pointed out that when we were kids we were told to never talk to strangers or get
in anyone’s car we didn’t know, and today we call up strangers and get in their car. AR will
enhance that ride-sharing platform making it more efficient and safer.
Qualcomm designs chips three to five years ahead of their introduction, which means the amazing
features we’re seeing introduced in the 845 were thought of in 2012–13, and designed in 2014–15.
That being the case, try to imagine what they will introduce in 2021 because they are designing it
now.
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In fact, it’s so good it may have an Osborne effect on existing products—the risk of announcing
before shipping, something Apple would never do.

Adjacent developments
In this section are non-specific GPU references that have an impact on GPUs and/or the suppliers
of GPUs.
PCIe next gen is here—for.oh
Now in its 25th year, the durable spec keeps on giving
PCI is yet another foundation gift Intel has given the PC industry (like USB and WiFi) that has
been extensible, and useful for over a quarter of a century.
When the PC industry started in 1981, we had the 8-bit ISA bus. It evolved and for the next few
years, several new bus designs came into being. As part of the new PS2 computer IBM introduced
the 32-bit Micro Channel Adaptor bus, or “MCA” in 1987. A group of PC manufacturers created a
new bus, called the Extended (or Enhanced) Industry Standard Architecture, or “EISA”. It too was
a 32-bit bus, and was backward compatible with the 8- and 16-bit ISA boards.
In 1992, an ad hoc consortium of several semi-conductor companies developed a private bus
which was made into a standard by the Video Electronics Standards Association, VESA, and
called the “VL bus.”
Hoping to stabilize the market and enable it to grow, while at the same time providing a higher
bandwidth AIB interface, Intel began working in late 1990 on a new design which became the
Peripheral Component Interconnect bus —PCI. Introduced in 1993, and offered as a standard, the
suppliers quickly adopted the design.
By 1995, PCI was well established, and within a year, it vanquished VL, MCA, EISA, and all
others—we had peace at last in PC land. The PCI bus served the industry well for many years, but
the demands for more bandwidth to feed the ever more powerful graphics processors were
unavoidable and undeniable.
Those demands were met in 1996 with the introduction of the Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP)
which was a high-speed point-to-point channel for attaching an AIB to a computer's motherboard.
This was the first dedicated graphics bus to assist in the acceleration of 3D computer graphics.
Designed as a successor to the PCI bus, AGP lasted for 10 years till 2004, and had since been
phased out in favor of PCI Express (PCIe).
Interface
S-100
ISA 8
ISA 16
MCA
EISA
VL bus
PCI

Introduced
1974
1981
1984
1987
1988
1992
1993

Bandwidth MB/s
2
8
32
40
20
80
133

Frequency MHz
2
4.8
8.0
8 to10
8.3
33
33 to 66
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Bit width
8 or 16
8
16
32
32
32
32 to 64
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AGP 1
AGP 2
AGP 4
PCI Express 1.0
PCI Express 2.0
PCI Express 3.0
PCI Express 4.0

1996
1997
1999
2002
2006
2010
2017

266
1,066
2,133
8,000
16,000
32,000
64,000

66
66
66
2,500
5,000
8,000
16,000

32
32
32
16
32
32
32

Table 6: Computer buses characteristics.

The PCI SIG announced recently the release of the PCI Express 4.0, Revision 0.9 Specification,
supporting 16GT/s data rates, flexible lane width configurations and speeds for high-performance,
low-power applications.
Originating as the graphics display controller bus, PCIe has become the cornerstone for I/O
connectivity in personal computing, the PCIe architecture has become the interconnect of choice
for the expansive server and storage market. More recently, the PCIe architecture has also evolved
into the backbone for the proliferating cloud ecosystem and served as the I/O attach point in
mobile, IoT, networking and external I/O connectors.

Figure 48: Bus bandwidth has gone up exponentially for the past 43 years
and shows no sign of slowing down.
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To learn more about the PCIe 4.0, Rev. 0.9 specification, visit www.pcisig.com.
Doubling the PCI Express data transfer rate yet again has potential benefits for a variety of modern
workloads, like machine learning, gaming, and image processing, where large amounts of data get
transferred over I/O channels.
In version 5.0, changes will be mainly limited to a speed upgrade. The PCIe protocol already
supports higher speeds via extended tags and credits, and existing PHYs in the industry already
run at 28 GHz/56 GHz. For PCIe 5.0, the PCI SIG will leverage existing techniques in the
industry, and new materials, like Megtron 6, and new connectors will need to be considered.
If you’d like to learn more about the bus wars and other historical stories of how we got here,
check out https://www.amazon.com/History-Visual-Magic-Computers-Beautiful/dp/1447149319
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Summary and Conclusion
2017 was an amazing year for GPU development driven by games, eSports, AI, crypto currency
mining, and simulations. Autonomous vehicles started to become a reality, as did augmented
reality. The over hyped consumer-based PC VR market explosion didn’t happen, and had little to
no impact on GPU developments or sales. Most of the participants in VR already had a high-end
system and the HMD was just another display to them.
Mobile GPUs, exemplified by Qualcomm, ARM, and Imagination Technologies’ customers
introduced some amazing devices with long batter life, screens at or approaching 4K, and in 2017
we started talking about and showing HDR.
The calendar is an artificial event marker and the developments in GPUs doesn’t pause for
holidays, or annual clock ticks. Many is not all the developments we will see in 2018 were started
as early as 2015, and that three to four-year lead time will continue, if not get longer as we learn
how to deal with chips constructed with billions of transistor manufactured at feature sizes smaller
than X-rays.
2018 is going to be an even more amazing year, with AI being the leading applications that will
permeate every sector of our lives.
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Appendix
No catching up
GPUs have been improving in performance, programmability, size, power consumption, and price
since the term was first adopted in the late 1990s. Because mobile devices have gotten so
powerful, people have postulated that they will catch up to the ultra-powerful discrete GPUs found
in PCs—they won’t, they can’t, ever. Moore’s law works for all platforms, and given the less
limited power envelope of a PC, mobile devices may even fall behind in terms of pure
computational performance.
The advancement of performance, largely due to Moore’s law, has been on all platforms, as
illustrated in the following chart.

Figure 49: Improvement in GFLOPS of GPUs over time.

The notion of smaller platforms (e.g., mobile devices), or integrated graphics (e.g., CPU with
GPU) “catching up” to desktop PC GPUs is absurd—Moore’s law works for all silicon devices.
Intel’s best integrated GPU today is capable of producing 1152 GFLOPS, which is almost
equivalent to a 2010 desktop PC discrete GPU (i.e., 1300 GFLOPS).
Shaders are the other measure of a GPU’s power, with mobile devices having 16 to 64, consoles
512 to 384, and desktop PCs up to 3800—more is better.
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Clever techniques such as tessellation, deferred rendering, and texture compression have added to
performance of GPUs by allowing them to deliver more frames per second while using less power.
The quest for higher performance, while staying within power budgets continues and even if
Moore’s law does slow down, the improvement of GPUs will not.
No single device is good at everything, and specialized, dedicated processors such as a FPGA, can
always outperform general purpose processors. The issue of when to use which is a function of
economics, and life expectancy of the product or device. If a device is going to be made to monitor
one or two, or even ten sensors, and never be changed in that activity, a dedicated device
(assuming manufacturing costs and power consumption is in its favor) will be the better choice.
But if that device is ever going to have to be expanded in its role, and/or if there is a probability
that not all conditions could be thoroughly tested or simulated, it will likely become necessary to
reprogram it, even if ever so slightly. And then the fixed function device loses its advantage. It’s a
trade-off and ROI analysis engineers and managers make every day.
The other big advantage the GPU has over most of its brethren processors is scalability. To date
there doesn’t seem to be an upper limit on how far a GPU can scale. The current crop of high-end
GPUs has in excess of 3,000 32-bit floating-point processors, and the next generation will likely
cross 5,000. That same design, if done properly, can be made with as few as two, or even one
SIMD processor. The scalability of the GPU underscores the notion that one size does not fit all,
nor does it have to. For example, Nvidia adopted a single GPU architecture with the Logan design
in and used it in the Tegra 1. AMD used their Radeon GPUs in their APUs.
It’s probably safe to say the GPU is the most versatile, scalable, manufacturable, and powerful
processor ever built. Nvidia, which claims to have invented the term GPU (they didn’t, 3Dlabs did
in 1993), built their first device with programmable transform and lighting capability in 1999, at
220 nm. Since then the GPU, from all suppliers, has ridden the Moore’s law curve into ever
smaller feature sizes, and in the process, delivering exponentially greater performance, prompting
some observers to say GPUs have outpaced Moore’s law. Today’s high-end GPUs have over 15
billion transistors. The next generation is expected to feature as much as 32 GB with 2nd gen
high-bandwidth memory (HBM2) VRAM and that will exceed 18 billion transistors.

Figure 50: Relative die size of GPUs as the feature set gets smaller. Smaller die with more transistors.
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Today GPUs are being produced in mass production at 14 nm and 16 nm using 3D FinFET
transistors. The next node is 10 nm, and Intel is already producing test chips at that level, Samsung
is said to be doing the same, while TSMC offered 10 nm in late 2017. GlobalFoundries will jump
from its current production at 14 nm to 7 nm and not develop a 10nm line. And then the future has
been questioned, is 7 nm the end of Moore’s law. The short answer is no. At IMEC in Belgium,
they are doing statistical modeling of transistors at 5 nm, and even 3nm. However, the chip
industry has acknowledged that it’s prepared for transistors to stop shrinking. Earlier this year, the
Semiconductor Industry Association published a report announcing that by 2021 it will not be
economically efficient to reduce the size of silicon transistors any further. Instead, chips look set
to change in different ways. Different ways can mean new materials.
One such example is the announcement from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley
Lab) of the first transistor with a working 1 nm gate. That breaks through the 5, to 3 nm quantum
tunneling threshold; and may allow for Moore's law to continue. Until now, a transistor gate size
less than 5 nm has been considered impossible because of quantum tunneling effects. (One
nanometer is the diameter of a glucose molecule.)
Berkeley lab created a 2D (flat) semiconductor field-effect transistor using molybdenum disulfide
(MoS2) instead of silicon and a 1D single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) as a gate electrode,
instead of various metals. (SWCNTs are hollow cylindrical tubes with diameters as small as 1
nm.)
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